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Mr ,  Chairman, 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

The theme of Open Skies implies an open-minded debate 
which may cover all its different aspects --from conceptuai 
approaches to technical points. 

My task, as I see it, is to set forth our vision of the 
problem, focusing oh key issues and fundamental princiPles. 

The Ottawa Conference is being held in winter--a winter 
which, for all the ups and downs in the temperature, has not 
been cold. Our meeting in the capital of Canada could be 
another clear sign that the Cold War is over. It went on for 
over forty years, leaving in people's minds the memories not 
only of a big'political chill but, what is more, of fear, 
uncertainty about the future, and restrictions of what man 
values most--his freedom. 

It is wrong to think that such restrictions affected 
societies only on one side of the Iron Curtain. 

Passports stamped "Not Valid for Travel to Communist 
Countries" set a definite limit to freedom of movement in the 
West too. 

The prefix "antine  applied, in both its  Soviet and Ameri-
can  versions,  to countless things, was common on both sideé 
of the political watershed. 

But why recall all of this now? 

Because we should not forget why the skies close or open. 

As a poet once said, it is because someone needs it. 

Walls, curtaihs and bans create fear Suspicion and 
intolerance. When the world had all of that  in abundance 
for  long decades everyone needed closed doors. As a resdt, 
the skies were closed and divided, as was the world. 

Today we need open skies, and not juat the skies. The 
willingness of the participants in this conference to 
discuss this idea is evidence of tremendous changes in our 
perception of each other. 	. 
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Last September in Wyoming, when my  friand  Mr. Baker 
suggested that we hold a round of talks on this probleffi 
outdoors, under the open skies the weather was  favorable  
to us. It was not windy, or raining, nor was the sun too 
hot. This is the point I want to make: the idea of Open 
Skies is only good in conditions of good international 
weather, and prerequisites for it have now been created. 

We are abandoning the primitive concepts asserting 
that human and state entities are inherently aggressive. 

We are taking a different view of the problem of force, 
becoming aware that it cannot help solve even the most 
trivial disputes, to Bay nothing of intricate conflicts. We 
understand that to acquire the resources needed for 
development it is cheaper and easier to buy them on the 
market than to  seize  them, that technology cannot be 
captured by force and made to work. 

In the final analysis anything open, Whether skies or 
land, begins with open thi;lking. It alone is capable of 
recognizing and establishing as a norm the vital need to 
exchange information and openly seek to identify the truth 
and the universal, national and personal interests. 

Over the past few years proàreseJ.ve thought has made 
major advances in understanding openness as the principal 
factor of any progress—intellectual, material and social. 
This process has also affected the area of security, in 
which for many years both sides played a game of hide-and-
seek. 

The historic threshold was crossed when at the 
Stockholm Conference all European states accepted the 
principle of on-site inspections. 

Now this principle is being practically applied in 
verifying the destruction of nuclear missiles and se part 
of confidence-building measures.  We  have thus tar not 
heard a single complaint that inspections and verification 
have impinged on anyone 9 s eecurity. 

The euccess and usefulness of verification are so obvious 
and its sphere of application  has  expanded so much, covering 
not only military matters but also environmental, 
humanitarian, economic and other problems, that there is 
even a risk of complacency. 

But it is too early to become Complacent. Therefore, 
sPeaking of the Open Skies concept, one could logically ask: 
Do we need another type of verification when there are 
satellites, and inspector teams working on the ground? 
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Here we must say quite firmly: In verification, me excess 
is too much. And this is more than just a political statement. 
It we intend to cOntinue moving as we have been doing until 
now, reducing troops and weapons, dismantling huge structures 
of military confrontation, adopting.defeneive doctrines and 
limiting military capabilities to levels of minimum sufficiency 
for defense, than we need an even, more effective and 
multi-optional system Of verification having a great margin of 
dependability. 

I would even venture to propose this formula: sufficiency 
in weapons and redundancy as regards verification capabilities. 

This formula is prompted not least by the trends and 
prospects of the current EUrepean situation. Before our eyes 
a new Europe is emerging, which no longer consists of three 
or four groups of states but rather ie a space with a vastly 
different, more complex political configuration.  Tø  our regret, 
few would vouch today that this new configuration would not 
create new problems, cause new complioationa in various places, 
or open old wounds or scars. 

In this situation the Open Skies regime could become an 
essential and effective way of maintaining and building 
confidence and removing the suspicions and aPPrehsnsions that 
might arise. 

As you probably know, as soon the President of the United 
States Mr. George Bush suggested the idea of Open Skies, we 
immediately called for more than dc.at, i.e. for extendinZ the 
area of international glasnost and openness. 

Of Course, monitoring the Earth from above,we can get 
some idea of the movements of Navy ships and submarines. But 
can this be sufficient today when nuclear weapons, long-range 
cruise missiles, aircraft and combat helicopters are moving 
from land to the seas and oceans? 

And yet, again and again at various negotiations the issue 
of naval arms and confidence-building measures affecting the 
activities of states on the seas and oceans is being left out 
of consideration and witheut resolution, 

No  serious argument is oited to justify this. It is just 
claimed that it is technically difficult to verify.anything on 
ships and submarines* So an inspection tea± may visit a missile 
factory or a nuclear base but never a ship. Why? Because, we 
are told, naval commanders are born with a pathological dislike 
of inspeCtians. But then, do 103M commanders madly love 
inspections? 
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I think that we must begin to melt this iceberg we have 
inherited from the Cold Waro 

Can we feel quiet and confident knowing that an area 
which concentrates incresaing numbers of the most 
eophisticated arms remaina unaffected by glasnost, knowing 
that those arms are extremely mobile and intended aboVe all 
for wain offensive actions? 

Let us face the truth: today the easiest way to launch 
a surprise attack, a military invasion, or an aggression is 
from the seas. 

Of course, it is easier to  look  for things where there 
is light rather than 	total darkness. Instead of putting 
more searchlights where there is already bright illumination, 
strong rays of light should focus on the darkest corners of 
military activity. 

Take space, where they do not juat grow chickens. It is 
oversaturated with more than Jule monitoring satellites. And 
can we really be sure that all this stuff is good for mankind 
and for peace? 

Closed space could make irrelevant the very idea of open 
skies. 

I am convinced that we should urgently develop a system 
for verifying the activities of states in space. 

The advocates of continued existence of nuclear weapons 
like t,o talk about some crazy leader mtm might suddenly acquire 
a ,nuclear bomb or missile and threaten to destroy life on 
Barth. 

This is a strong argument *  But it belongs to the past. 

Now that private companies are well able to launch space 
rockets and objects, we can have absolutely no assurance that 
some "company" would-not launch into space something that 
would make the world hostage to its ambitions. 



It is extremely .regrettable that standing on the highest 
frontier of man's intellect, we do not have th s gumption to 
observe elementary rules of safety. 

If airplanes get certificates of air-worthiness pit pilots 
undergo strict medical chedk-ups and profeenoual tsets e  such 
procedures must oertenly apply to space objects. 

Rigorous verification should be established, particularly 
on Earth @  to make sure that weapons do not find their *ay into 
apace. Glasnost, in our view, muat begin with research. We 
should seek to create an eireironment in which neither a state  no  
a ”dompany°  cOilld launch into space anything unknown, any 
"black boxee. What we need here is a kid of ecological 
expert board that would give a go-ahead to any apace plans. 

there is nothing unrealistic about the regimes of  openness 
on land, on the seas and in space. ManY terms of verification 
and control have already been teeted and are being successfully 
used in everyday practice. there are mumerous promising concepts, 
methods and proposals. 

As regards the idea of Open Sees, we could agree to exchané •  

information  on fleet postures, send notifications of major 
naval exerdises., movements of large naval formations, naval 
transfers of troops to areas that are close to the bordera of 
other states, and invite  observera  to naval exercisee and 
maneuvers. 

As for the regime of Open Space, we propose the establishme: 
of an International Spade Inspectorateas part of an Internationa: 
verification system to bar weapons from space, and the creation t 
an International Space Monitoring Agency, 

If We proceed from the principle of fairnese and reciprodit: 
which Is as old as the world, we should have no insurmountable 
obstacles in developing meaSures and procedures that mould truly 
make open the skies, land, the seas and space. 

During the recent talks. with Secretary Baker in Moscow 
we reached agreement on mutual visits by experts to - 	.r- 
..certain radars ifi- 	our two countries. We regard this as 
an important step In building confidence. 

No*, a few considerations on the subject of our dialogue 
here 

There is no doubt that the Conference should begin movement 
towàrdsagreement on an Open Skies regime, Even in its first 
phase sPecifid results could be achieved. For example, a dealer: 
tion of prindiplescould be adopted, to serve as a basis for 
an agreement. 
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We view the Open Skies agreement as a document in its mimes 
which would not be formally linked with other arms control 
agreements,There must, however, be a substantive link to make su 
thet the agreement would  serve  to prevent possible violations of 
other international agreements and treaties and, in that sense, 
to  s certain extent affect them. So we have to retain the 
possibility of adjustments in it with due regard for its relatio 
ship with the obligations of the participating states under othe 
arms control- and disarmament agreements and with relevant verifi 
cation arrangements. 

Agee underertandite the Open Skies regime would permit partici-
pating states on  e mutuel and equitable basis to fly unarmed_ 
planes over the territories of other perticipeting stetes to 
monitor military adtivities. 

For the Soviet Union, the purpose of the regime is to build 
confidence, ensure the predictability of military activities, en 
promote the process of arms c6ntrol and disermsment and 
verificbtion of compliance with obligations assumed. 

Itis we see it, participants in the regime could  st the initi 
stege include those countries which  are  now actively involved i 
the dialogue on  issues of  disarmament. However, we do not rule 
out the participation of other countries, too, in this process. 

In other words, the Open Skies regime should, in our view, 
be the result of concluding a multilateral agreement either 
spelling out the details of the future regime or briefly outlini 
its objectives end substance as specified in technical protocols 
bppended to the egreement., 

• 
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The Open Skies regime must rest on the principle of 
comprehensive and full equality. 

Equality in the acquisition of and access to information, 
which must not be used to the detriment of any of the aides.  

Equality as regards the area of application of the regime, 
covering the states' military activities not only on their 
national territories but also outsides 

Equality as regards flight quotas„the use of airplanes 
and monitoring and data processing equipments 

We would like to hope that other participants, too, proceed 
from the need for equality of rights and a balance of interest. 

Evidently, the Open Skies agreement should be open for 
subsequently incorporating into it provisions on Open Seas and 
Open Space 0114, of course,  it should provide for the 
establishment of a coordinating body tb consider all matters 
concerning compliance with the agreement and the resolution 
of unclear situations and disputes. 

Progress towards greater glasnost, openness and global 
confidence-building would effectively contribute to 
constructing à comprehensive system of international security. 
It is precisely in this context that we support the measures 
being proposed, 

am confident that they will lay the groundwork for a 
reallyunique system of confidence which, in organib unity with 
the priceless experience amassed in this area before,will 
further enhance Europe's standing as the creative laboratory 
of cpenness, transparency, disarmament and joint search for 
ways towards a peaceful human community. 

We would like to believe that this experience will be 
a lodestar for mankind, that it will be supported by the  United 
Nations and by all continents and regions as an example and 
model for building a global confidence systems 

Our warm thanks go to the government and people of Canada, 
who are giving such a hospitable welcome in Ottawa to this 
important Conference working in behalf of mankind° 

• 
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• 
Mt. Chairman, 

The idea of Opening our skies to allow inspections by air over, each other's territory 

is  nt  ,a neVe  one  It was President Eisenhower, who first made a proposal on the 

subject, dûring h,is summit meeting with General Secretary Khrushchev in Geneva 

in July 1955;  At that time, the présentation  of the proposal - according  té  President 

Eisenhower's memoirs - vas immediately followed by a loud, unexpected clap of 

thunder, an electricity break-down, total darkness in the conference roorn and 

stunned silence. Seeing the large number of delegations present today both from 

East and West, I am happy, to note that we have recovered from the shock 

eventually and that now we cari discuss this bold and interesting idea. 

I am grateful to President Bush for having launched the "Open Skies" proposal in 

May last year. I think that moment was well chosen. During the last few years 

dramatic changes have indeed occurred in the relations between East and West. 

Although different in form as well as thrust, these< changes have in common that 

they mark the beginning of a new era that holds out bold promises; in paraphrasing 

Milton, one could say "Europe lost, Europe regained", although we have hardly 

reached the state  o1  paradise yet in Europe. The unrelenting desire of the peoples to 

live in freedom and to build jointly, guided by a common heritage, a better 

Europe, has uncovered neve horizons. 

The cold war is behind us; new tasks lie ahead. 

One of these is  the  "management of change", our joint responsibility to ensure that 

the new  Europe  will develop along peaceful lines and remain embedded in a 

structure of stability. As far as the Netherlands are concerned two indispensible 

elements of such a structure of stability are the European Community and the 

Atlantic Alliance. I am convinced that the process of European integration and the 



trans-atlantic partnership will be two cornerstones of the new European arChitecture 

which we will have to design in the coming years. This architecture %vill have to be 

a robust one, strong enough to withstand any tendencies towards what I would call 

a re-nationalisation of European policies, meaning a falling-back to the instable and 

dangerous era of rampant nationalism and threatening power policies. 

An important building-block in this new European architecture will also be a 

strengthened CSCE. The Helsinki-process provides us with an excellent instrument 

for intensifying the cooperation between ail European countries and enhancing our 

security. Its agenda is the right one, ranging from human rights to disarmament and 

economic cooperation. Its members are not only 33 countries in Europe itself, but 

also those two European powers who geographica lly speaking lie on a different 

continent, but form in the political and cultural sense an integral part of the 

community of European nations: our host nation today, Canada, and the United 

States of America. Their continued participation in the affairs of Europe, also in 

the field of defense and security, is crucial for the peace and well-being of °In -

continent. 

Each of the three institutions I mentioned: the European Community, the Atlantic 

Alliance, and the CSCE, has its own role to play in the new Europe. There is no 

need to see them as some kind of alternatives and to presurne that a strengthened 

CSCE can or should replace the Atlantic Alliance, or that the  process of European 

integration in the framework of EC stands in the way of a greater-  economic 

cooperation between  all  European countries. 

A CSCE-summit later this year on the occasion of the signing of the CFE-Treaty 

Will lead, I hope, to a strengthening of the CSCE part of the new European 

architecture. In the view of my country the CSCE-summit will not only provide a 

forum for a stock-taking and a general debate on the fundamental changes that 

2 
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have taken place in Europe in recent years. The Summit will also be the appropriate 

moment to take decisions on the updating of the Helsinki-process in accordance 

with the new circumstances. 

These could take the form of new CSCE-cornmitinents,  which would consolidate 

the positive developments in the European countries concerning inter alia human 

rights and free elections ,and harvest the results of CSCE meetings such as the ones 

later this year in Bonn and Copenhagen. 

Furthermore the summit will in the opinion of rny country have to decide on new 

arms control objectives.  The Netherlands is in favour of an immediate start of a 

new cycle of negotiations after the conclusion of a CEE-agreement,  to enhance 

stability and security in Europe. 

Ivloreover, the, summit could decide on strengthening the structure of the 

CSCE-process by setting up a structure for consultations between the 

CSCE-countries 'at the level of Foreign Ministers and their officials. This structure 

should in our opinion be a flexible one, not ba.sed on a formal treaty and without 

an cumbersome bureaucracy. 

Most importantly, at the summit the Ministers of Foreign Affairs could be given 

the mandate to elaborate proposals regarding the founding principles of a new 

European peace order and the role of the CSCE in that context. 

In 1992,, at the Helsinki FoIlow-up Meeting, the ,steps taken in the framework of 

the CSCE-process for the construction of the "just and lasting, peaceful order in 

Europe" of which the Harm& report already spoke in 1967, could then be solemnly 

confirmed. 

An important part of the new European architecture will be a unified Germany. 

Each day it becomes clearer that the German unification will figure prominently on 

L•stidad' 
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the summit agenda. The Netherlands welcome the prospect of a unified Germany. 

We have for decades supported the right of the German people to regain its unity 

through the exercise of its right to self-determination. Forty years of experience 

with the Federal Republic of Germany as a partner in European integration and 

Atlantic cooperation give us full confidence that also a unified Germany will play 

its' fun role in shaping a new European peace order, as a member of EC and the 

North Atlantic A ll iance. 

Mr. Chairman, 

° The negotiations on "Open Skies" form part of a wider agenda which also 

encompasses the CFE and CSBM negotiations in Vienna. In my view this 

conference offers a unique opportunity to all of us present here for giving a further 

irnpetus to the  .CFE negotiations. I would not dare to go as far as to describe the 

ministerial part of OUT conference here in Ottawa as a Vienna Plenary at ministerial 

level, but I am sure that alI of us look forward to providing a political impulse to 

the Vienna negotiations. Indeed we should not fail to grasp the opPortunities this 

conference offers to help bringing the CFE talks to a rapid, successful conclusion. 

Our publics expect nothing less. 

Very recently, the West has tabled five new proposals which to my mind wi ll  meet 

most, if not alI, of the concerns some countries may have had as to our previous 

proposals. By accepting the principle of conversion of helicopters, by excluding 

primary trainers as Well as accepting a separate category for interceptors in our 

aircraft definition the West bas  - and may 1 stress that - made important and 

substantial concessions. Concessions which, hopefully, wi ll  be reciprocated by the 

Warsaw Pact countries. 

As to tanks and armoured combat vehicles consensus over their definition and 

corresponding ceilings and sub-ceilings seem to be within reach now. Bridging our 



differences on zones and the concept of storage also seem to be feasible shortly. 

,Concerning US and, Soviet stationed troops the positions seen?, to be getting nearej, 

although the Soviet Union has as yet not been able to ,accept the latest Western 

proposal. 

As far as the presence a Western European forces  on the territory of the Federal 

Republic of Gerrnany is concerned, we object to a treatment of these forces which 

would imply that their presence there is basically an abnormality, which has no 

place in a new European security architecture and should be ended at a certain 

point in time. On the contrary, as I said before, the process of European integration 

is destined to become one of the solid cornerstones of this new architecturez The 

stationed troops of the members of the European Community, which have set 

themselves the goal of a European Union, should therefore not be included in a 

ceiling on stationed troops. 

Our  coin mon  commitment to an early conclusion of the CEE  negotiations offers us 

no other option, I think, than to grasp every opportunity to give a further impetus 

to our negotiators in Vienna. I therefore propose that w,e agree here in Ottawa, as 

political representatives of OUT countries, to commit ourselves  to the conclusion of  

the  CEE  negotiations  in the course of this year.  Undoubtedly it will prove to be a 

truly Herculean task to complete all the technical details of the Treaty within the 

time limits we have set ourselves. All the more rea.son I would say, for us to try to 

identify common elernents during our meetings here in Ottawa, on the basis of 

which our negotiators in Vienna could proceed further. 

In this context I would like to draw your attention to the step the Netherlands took 

in 'Vienna iri October last year.  When  the negotiators in Vienna agreed on a 

definition of artillery the Netherlands decided to voluntarily provide the 

participants with informal information on the Netherlands artillery holdings in the 

5 
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area of application.  Our  'initiative was generally welcomed and I therefore Prcipose 

that  ail partidipating conntries agree tô prOvideL,  dtiring the negotiations, on a 

volimfary  and infoi-mal  basis, all the relevant information on national holdings  of 

treaty litnited equipment, To start with, this may apply to artillery. 

After the pertaining definitions have been agreed upon, this could be extended to 

other categories of treaty limited items (in first instance, tanks and armoured 

combat vehicles). By a process in which an ever widening grow) of countries would 

on an inforinal basis gradually relea.se information on their holdings, we would not 

only make it possible to gain a further insight into the structure and numbers of the 

armed forces present in Europe, but also gain valuable experience and pave the way 

for the formal exChange of data which will take place at the signing of the Treaty. 

This will, in my opinion, be an important element in ensuring the imrnediate 

smooth implernentation of the Treaty. 

Also, Mr. Chairman, I propose that the CFE Joint Consultative Group,  foreseen in 

the Western draft Treaty text (the Eastern proposal has something on the same line), 

be operational immediately upon the signing of the Treaty. 

It is foreseen that in the transitional period between the signing and the entry into 

force of the Treaty the Parties will already begin to exchange substantial 

Information, such as their maximum levels of holdings. 

It will therefore be of the utmost importance that already in this interim period a 

forum will exist in which the Parties can discuss the exchanged information and, if 

necessary, ask for clarification, 'Mr. Chairman, let us not underestimate the tasks 

which we will be 'taking upon ourselves in implementing this Treaty. The timely 

installation and activating of the 'oint Consultative Group can only enhance the 

prospects of a smooth implementation. 

• 
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Mr. Chairman, 

Let me now return to the subject of "Open Skies", 

In the Netherlands view, the establishment of an "Open Skies"  regime - consisting 

of regular, unarrned, surveillance flights, - is the logical next step in the confidence 

building process, between East and West. 

It will strongly enhance the transparency between our countries with respect to each 

other's military situation. 

It contributes to stability in a period of great changes in Europa and can facilitate 

the management of those changes. 

Moreover eOpen Skies" can usefully complement the verification arrangements 

under other arms control agreements. 

We should try to create an, "Open Skies" regime that is both flexible and effective. 

Heavy bureaucratic mechanisms and cumbersome procedures are to be avoided. The 

NATO-countries have already reached some specific understandings in this 

connection. Subjects to which we attach partictilar importance concern the 

co-ordination of the observation flights to be conducted, the pooling of resources 

and the sharing of information gained from "Open Skies"-flights. 

There should also be the possibility for nations to group themselves into one unit 

for the purpose of hosting "Open Skies" nights and jointly accept the quota 

applying to the total land mass.  1  would like to inform the Conference that we have 

been discussing this possibility with Belgium and Luxemburg and that we are likely 

to present ourselves as one .  Benelux group. 

For the "Open Skier-flights_ to be effective and credible, the aircraft conducting 

the observation flights should, in the opinion of my country be equiped with 

adequate sensors. Countries should be free in principle to decide on the sensors they 

wish to use; restrictions should be limited and specific. • 
-7- 



Before closing, I may point out that as we appreciate the participation of the 

neutral and non-aligned countries in the, CSCE-process, we should envisage the 

possibility to associate these countries to "Open Skies, once the system has proven 

that it serves its purposes. 

Mr. Chairman, 

This time nature has not interfered with our discussions on *Open Skies". I think 

this augurs well for the Cénference, which, I sincerely hope, will be successful. I 

would like to thank the Canadian authorities for taking the initiative of bringing all 

together here and for the warm hospitality they have extended fo all of us on this 

occasion. 

Thank you 

• 
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Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Colleagues, 

May I be permitted to open my remarks by referring to the political 

context of our meeting. 

The States of Central and Eastern Europe have rejected various 

forms of totalitarianism. The Europe of two idéologies and the confrontation 

based on them is becoming a thing of the past, though the two multilateral 

alliances still exist. Polaricl has been the originator of the changes in 

Central-Eastern Europe. We should all remember the SolidarnoSd 

(Solidarity) movement and its impact on the various transformations 

that now take place in that region. 

In fact, the East-West dichotomy has lost its former sense. As 

a result of successful efforts to bring about a change in our part of 

the continent, Western Europe,  the  United States and Canada, and 

other States, including Japan, have reacted to our endeavours and gave 

us economic help and other support. We express our gretitu,de. The 

vdord solidarity which has a special importance in Poland, has acquired 

an all European and Atlantic meaning. 

A single Europe is emerging. lt is a Europe of democracy, pluralism 

and humanism. The construction of a new system of European security, 

the rejection of the East-West formula of relationships and the making 

Of new arrangements of cooperation and coheSion Should be subordinated 

to these values. 



All this offers a serious challenge to our statesmanship. Old 

structures usually outlive the circumstances that created them. The 

inertia of old behaviours and habits is strong. And there is a justified 

fear of instability. Such anxieties should not be disregarded. But we 

do believe that they will soon be overcome, and in any case we wish 

to act with prudence. 

There is need to arrive at a\ long-term concept for the development 

of pan-European relations. Some most recent changes that are beginning 

to take place in the heart of Europe and that are fundamental require 

the creation of a new system of European security. It is with this in 

mind that we are considering the proposal to call a summit conference 

of the 35 states which participate in the Conference on Security and 

Co-opération  in Europe. We  feel that such a summit conference should 

Consider various initiatives to rnoefy the status of  our  continent. While 

the European Community constitutes the hard core of the effort to build 

united Europe, and the Council  of  Europe in Strassbourg plays a primary 

rote.  I wish to emphasise the importance of President Mikhail Corbachev - s 

concept of a "conirnon European home' and of President Fransois Wiitterrand's 

idea of a European confederation. 

In the Helsinki process we also need some institutional improvements 

and among other proposals to this effect I wish to refer to the suggestion 

by the Polish Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki to establish, within 

that process, a Council of Eurcean Cooperation. Let me add that this 

Council will not compete with any of the existing European organizations 

or institutions nor will it be a substitute for them, 



A well prepared summit meeting of the 3 5  CSCE States IDefore the 
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end of this year will, we believe, give an essential impulse for setting 

up a novel framework of European security. 

Distinguished Delegates, 

The new secUrity sYstem which Poland is favouring should be 

guided by the mutual respect of rights and interlests  and  shoulc5 contain 

Specific guarantees which would eliminate a possibility of a return to 

the rule of force, to political dictates and .to _satellitism. 	By followring 

democratic poiicies and by respecting the rule of law we shall be able• 

to overcome the syndrome of the continents division into zones of influenci 

which have  ha  d sd negative a bearing, on the international situation, 

particularly on the 'position of some smeller or  medium-sied  states. 

Some instrumentalities which we can use to construct a new system 

are already at hand. They are the disarmament negibtiations, especially 

those in Vienna, and the Helsinki CS`CE process. The logic of their 

development must be subordinated to the political concept of a democratic 

restructuring of the European securrty system. DiSarmament thinking 

rnay not be allowed to lag behind the requirements of the current situation 

i and  the course of events. Herice our call for a rapid and successful 

concfusion of the agreeements which have already been outlined at 

the present negotiations and to advance to a new stage of accords which 

vvouid lead to  a comprehensive European rapprochement. 
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Mr,. Chairman, 

This conference is devoted to a concept which was born a long 

time age. This is not to say that it has lost any of its value. Far from 

it  The transformations I mentioned have created the conditions for 

its fruition. Hence our positive reaction to President George Bush's 

inititative on this matter. 

Openness implies the absence of hidden and unfriendly intentions. 

Openness is a means of democratizing security relationships, for it 

enables an equal access to infrornation. 

Poland advocated  the  lifting of the curtain on those spheres of 

national military activities v.ihich arouse distrust and suspicion as to 

the credibility of declared intentions. On our part  we  are . consistently 

declassifying information and making it available to our public and 

to other ,States in a spirit of gdoci-neighbourly relations. We have just 

published a White Book on Defence. This document was presented to 

the participants of the seminar on military doctrines staged last month 

in, Vienna. 

Poland advocates the extension and consolidation of the principle-

of openness as a standard practice in European relations. It is from 

such a viewpdint that the Government of the Republic of Poland approaches 

the  proposas  put 

ideas which serve the openness and the building of confidence can count 

on our support. We are ready to open our airspace under the forthcoming 

agreement. 

'Neel ellocrira 

Auer 9.01•• 

forward during the disarmament negotiations. All 



Distinguished Delegates, 

My country represehts the view that the "Open Skies" regime 

be based on principles whiçh vicelci make it an indispensable component 

of a new concept of European security. These principles are as foiloes: 

First, it should be a regime that would hot exclude other measures, 

would supplement them and amplify their funetioning. Not only s hould•

the "Open Skies" regime lead to the transparency of military activities, 

but  il shouid make the verification of disarmament agreements easier. 

Second,  il  should be a democratic regime which means that its 

participants will be inctiVidual sovereign States. Those States should 

benefit in an equal degree from the "Open Skies" regime, regardless 

of their size and technical cepabilities while the agreement itself could 

be mede accessible to some non-participareS in the present Conference, 

though that matter still requires very- careful consideration. 

And thi .rd,  the regime should be operationally effective. After 

all, it is not just a political symbol of the new times that we are seeki"ng. 

The balance of cost and profit is the measure of effectiveness. This 

should be a cos-effective  regime. Its effectiveness further means the 

collisions and complications should be eliminated and there must be 

respect for the rules of air-traffic safety, and for the interests of 

transit states. Above all, however, we Should enhance the sense of 

sècurity of  ail  participating States. 

Poland also evaluates the °Open Skies" concept from the view-

point of its own geopolitical and geostrategic situation. we are located 

Perm 14,....11 
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in a densely populated,, sensitive area of the continent. Poland will 

strive to have thatspecific situation of the region reflected in the agreemen 

Chairman, 

Many technical issues will have to be resolved before the "Open 

Skies" concept becomes a reality. This will, surely, be a time and 

energy consuming task. Various solutions have their merits. However .  

I do believe, that the political and military  values  inherent in an "Open 

Skies" agreement will prevail over its details. it is in such a spirit 

that the Polish delegation will try to contribute to our endeavours. 

Mr. Chairman, 

May I conclude by thanking the Government of Canada for its 

initiative in caging this conference and creating excellent conditions 

for its work. 1 also thank the Government of Canada for its great 

hospitarity. 

Than_k you Mr. Chairman'. 
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Open Skies - Ottawa 

Statement by H.S. Kr. Jiri Di , nstbier, Minister 

for Foreign Affairs of the Cseche lovak Socialist Republic 

Mr. Prime Minister, 

me. Chairman, 

Uinisters, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

thank the Prime Minister, the Right Honourable Brian 

Mulroney, for his welcome. I highly appreciate the care and 

hospitality extended to us by our Canadian hosts. 

We are meeting at the time of dynamic changes in the Eastern 

half of the divided Europe which lead to fundamental shifts in the 

East-West relations. In this context, all our institutions, and 

often even thinking, are lagging behind the political development. 

Nor can we in this evade the question of the present and the future 

of the blcics - the Warsaw Treaty and NATO. 

agree with the view ,  that until now the balance between NATO 

and the Warsaw Treaty has been a guarantor .  of European stability 

and security. How far is this valid for the future? 
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The new situation speaks against the existing concept of 

European security, resting on a bloc basis in the area of the 

Helsinki process. 

The States of the Eastern alliance are today developing toward 

political and economic plurality. This is reflected, inter alia, 

in democratization of their allied relations - the Warsaw Pact 

ceased to be a tool for keeping totalitarian bureaucracies in 

power. 

We desire a dynamic development in Europe in conditions of 

stability. The Czechoslovak Government of National Understanding, 

however, is not convinced that stability can be maintained, or even 

strengthened by conserving the status quo. 

We proceed from the assumption that the prospect of European 

security should be based on a comprehensive, bloc-free, collective 

and democratic approach, that the bloc  concept  should, be replaced 

by a pluralistic model. This  dissolution of the blocs, of course, 

is not yét on: the agenda of the day. But it is necessary to 

demonstrate political resolve to overcome biecs. 



Today, the blocs are helping the disarmament process. They 

should bring this task, beneficial for peace and security, to a 

successful end. That is why, at this stage, we agree with those 

representatives who want to preserve the alliances as an instrument 

facilitating the arms control procesà. With the continuing 

development towards democracy, it should be their last major task. 

We are sometimes criticized that our gentle revolution is here 

and thete changing in a naive revolution. But  Our  experience shows 

that it is only with a certain measure of "naiveté", of 

untraditional thinking and courage, that it is possible to change 

obsolete institutions, structures and mechanisms. Only by striving 

for the "impossible" is it actually possible to push through 

something essentially new. 

For the transition from the bloc concept of safeguarding 

European secùrity to a democratic and pltiralistic concept there is 

a well-tested instrument - the process of the Conference on 

Security and cooperation in Europe. The adoption of the Helsinki 

documents in 1975 made possible the rise of the Charter 77 in 

Czechoslovakia, of the Committee for the DefenCe of Workere (KOR) 

in Poland, of the Helsinki groups in the SoViet Union' etc. 

Helsinki provided an international law basis for the independent 

• 
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groups striving for the establishment of democracy. It has also 

significantly contributed to the current changes in the Eastern 

half of Europe. 

For these and other reasons, Czechoslovakia will strive for 

the Helsinki Process to acquire further new quality that would be 

in keeping with the development in Europe at the turn of the 

millennium. The new political, economic, cultural, humanitarian 

and security institutions should be created, which would be 

replacing gradually step by steP, the structures of the bipolar 

world. 

In the unfolding of this process we see great possibilities 

for a full-fledged participation of all member States of both 

alliances. 

In  this context we view as moàt timely the attainment of 

successful results at the Vienna talks of the 23 states on 

Conventional armed  forces .in Europe. But this phase of the Vienna 

talks should be successfully completed as soon as possible in this. 

year. This would allow us to give the negotiators a new, much more 

emphatic mandate for the second phase: to prepare agreements that 

• 

• 
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would transform armed forces and their structures to purely 

defensive purposes, so that no country would possess enough 

soldiers and arms to be able to attack others with impunity. 

My country has already embarked on the demolition of the 

rampant military machine. We shall continue along that path. we 

would welcome it, if all the participating States proceeded in a 

similar ma r ner. 

We have welcomed, with extraordinary satisfaction, the 

proposal by President Bush for a substantial reduction of the 

envisaged contingent of American and Soviet forces for Central 

Europe. The ceiling of 195,000 soldiers makes it possible to meet 

the wish of those States, among them also Czechoslovakia, which do 

not deem it necessary to have foreign troops stationed in their 

territories. 

Mr. Chairman, 

We are today jointly launching working in a cause that took 

more than thirty four years to mature to stage of its 

materialization in the form of a proposal put forward by 

President Bush on May 12 of the last year. 

• 

• 



Czechoslovakia welcomes and unequivocally supports the 

proposal for the creation of an "Open Skies" regime. The reason 

why we do so is that, after major political changes that have 

occurred in our society, we are determined to contribute towards 

the all-round strengthening of confidence and progress in the 

process of disarmament where precise and consistent verification 

represents the basic prerequisite. Also because the proposal meets 

the calls for maximum transparencY of military activities and 

mdlitary organizations. And, furthermore, because, in our view, 

this regime will significantly enhance collective security which 

110 is our ultimate goal. This precisely is the path to creating 

conditions in which military alliances will be gradually losing 

their justification. 

It is, of course typical that today we discuss "Open Skies", 

while the skies have been already open for tens of yeare and for 

decades we have been able from satellites to read the licence 

plates on cars. 

The "Open Skies" is therefore a symbol of the changing  •times. 

We are to agree on sobething which in one way or another has been 

here for a long time. But the concurrence of Views demonstrates 



our  desire for transparency in military matters. If an agreement 

is reached, it will be an indisputable contribution towards 

overcoming the division of Europe. 

We would wish that the "Open Skies" projectlmight gradually 

be open to all the States Of EurOpe, that it might- develop into a 

system of confidence-building measures whiCh would have a truly 

European-wide  and,  eventually, also a global character. 

We also appreciate its significant positive implications from 

the humanitarian point of view. We trust that this regime would 

definitively do away with such manifestations of the cold war and 

its remnants as was the shooting down of civilian and other 

aircraft suspected of aerial espionage. After all, in the past the 

world found itself more than once in a crisis situation due to such 

conflicts. 

The "Open Skies" project, the consideration of which we are 

today launching on political and expert levels, is in its potential 

so far without precedence. It represents, â new quality in the 

field of confidence-building and verification measures. Through 

this regime we would not only substantially raise the quality of 



the system of observation of ,military activities, but would also 

significantly strengthen the principle of verification of 

compliance with arms control agreements. 

The implementation of the "Open Skies" project of course, 

creates also some technical problems. Czechoslovakia at  •the 

present time possesses neither the necessary aircraft park, nor the 

appropriate equipment. The proposed options, whether it should be 

an allied, or a group or a national aircraft park, have both their 

advantages as well as drawbacks. Our experts should find the 

ql› 	
optimum variants, both from the point of view of national security , . 

effectiveness as well as financial costs. 

It is very important, in our opinion, to ensure equal access 

by all the participating States to observation equipment of 

identical technological level. My delegation will therefore 

propose uniform, jointly approved observation equipment. 

In this connection, however, I feel the need to say OpenlY 

that at a time when we are embarking of the very complicated period 

of transition to a market-based economy, we could only wdth 

difficulty assume excessive financial commitments. That, of 

course, does not in any way detract from our political resolve to 

• 
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do our utmost for an expeditious launching of the "Open Skies" 

regime, nor does it change our décision to fully open the territory 

of Czechoslovakia to this form of international verification 

without any restrictions. 

Mr. Chairman, 

The Czechoslovak delegation, which  I am so instructing, will 

do everything in its power to make this important Conference as 

successful as possible. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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Mr. Chairman, 

The present meeting is the first gathering of the foreign 

ministers of the 23 member states of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization and the Warsaw Treaty Organization since the 

peaceful revolution that swept Central and East Europe as the 

eighties drew to a close. It is also the first East-West 

ministerial meeting of the nineties, a decade that at the 

outset would seem to hold more promise of political dialogue 

and East-West cooperation than at any point in the post-war 
period. 

The old order which divided Europe and kept nations as well as 

individuals apart is increasingly being transformed. The 

overcoming of the division of 'Europe and of the ensiling 

ideological and political confrontation, which only a few 

months ago seemed an utopian dream, now has become a political 

objective wlthin the realm of reality. 

We have indeed passed a watershed in European history. The 

continent is advancing from confrontation to cooperation. From 

this point of vied it is symbolically highly appropriate that 

the main reason for the presence of 23 foreign ministers here 

to-day is to launch negotiations on a proposal that was 

originally introduced  corn 35 years ago, in the heyday of the 

Cold War. The original Open Skies proposal fell victim to the 

chilly political climate that prevailed in those days., to the 

lack of trust and to feelings of suspicion between nations. 

But the Open Skies proposal has been launched once more. We 

have come together to negotiate a régime. in which individual 

states of the two groups will be allowed to overfly the entire' 

territory of states of the other grouP. This in itself bears 

abundant testimony to the dramatic change that has taken place 



in the East-West relationship and to the remarkable new 

commitment to transparency of the states represented here to-

day. Norway attaches great importance to the Open Skies 

conference. We hope our negotiators will be successful in 

shaping over the next couple of weeks the outline of a 

mutually acceptable agreement which can be further elaborated, 

finalized and signed later this year. 

But the present meeting is significant also because it 

provides an opportunity to give a political impetus to on-

going arms control processes, in particular the Vienna 

negotiations on conventional disarmament, and to exchange 

views on the future direction of the East-West process. 

Unprecedented achievements are within reach. The members of 

the Western Alliance have come here prepared to show 

flexibility and bringing along new ideas which we hope will 

contribute to eliminating some of the remaining obstacles to 

progress. 

14r. Chairman, 

Open Skies to  us  is primarily, but not exclusively, a 

confidence building measure. The main function of the regime 

is to strengthen the feeling of security of each of the 

participating states by placing at their  disposai a mechanism 

for satisfying themselves of the peaceful intentions of the 

other participants. Particularly from the point of view of 

smaller nations with limited resources and without access to 

sophisticated national technical means, such as sattelite 

surveillance, it is important to be able to monitor areas of 

particular interest and concern, either through overflights of 

their own or in cooperation with their allies. 

In order to be meaningful, an Open Skies regime will have to 

Provide for overflights of the entire national territory of 
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participating states, without limitations other than those 
dictated by reasons of flight safety rules of internatational 
law. Exclusion of areas deemed to be militarily sensitive 
would negate the very purpose of the regime. Unrestricted 
overflight may in the eyes of some seem a high price, but it 

is clearly a necessary one if we are to be able to harvest the 

benefits in terms of enhanced confidence and transparency. 

Lack of openness clearly was a major cause of the suspicion 

and uncertainty that has previously characterized relations 

between the two parts of Europe. An Open Skies regime will 

therefore contribute to consolidating and codifying the new 

openness that we have seen recently. 

The Open Skies regime will be negotiated and implemented by 

the 23 memberé of NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Transparency about 

the military activities of these countries clearly is of key 

importance in terms of the military balance in Europe. But at 

a later stage we would favour the inclusion in it of the 

European neutral and non-aligned states. They, too, clearly 

have a stake in military transparency and confidence-building 

and in the general stability and security of our continent. 

Nr. Chairman, 

It is essential that the Open Skies regime provide for 

equitable participation of all states concerned. To that end, 

great care must be taken in establishing criteria for the 

allocation of quotas. As we see it, the most relevant criteria 

would be the size of each participant's national territory. 

Let me add that total quotas for each of the groups will have 

to be large enough to allow for meaningful monitoring of 

military activities and installations. Similarly, the regime 
must provide for all-weather, night-and-day coverage if it is 

to be meaningful. These requirements will necessarily entail 

economic consequences. 
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The experience gained from the pioneering Canadian trial 

110 	overflight of Hungarian territory, seems to indicate that the 
regime we are about to create will be costly. The primary 

objective is establishing a functioning regime capable of 

serving its purpose. We must, however, avoid creating a 

regime so costly that nations, particularly the smaller and 

less well-to-do, would not be able to make use of it. In this 

context it should be recalled that Open Skies is only one of a 

series of existing or imminent arms control agreements that 

ail  entail comprehensive, intrusive and costly verification 

schemes. The cumulative effects of all these schemes in terms 

of manpower, equipment and money must not become prohibitive. 

Mr. Chairman, 

The likelihood of drastic reductions in conventional forces 

means that the prospects for a lasting improvement in 

stability in EurOpe. are better than they have been for a long 

time. A first CFE agreement will be a cornerstone of the new 

security  structure, in Europe Everybody in this room is 

committed to thé Objective of concluding an agreement this 

year. The basic challenge confronting us is to make sure that 

our arms: control efforts go forward in parallel with political 

events. The CFE  process must not be overtaken by developments 
in the,political arena. The present meeting offers ah 

opportunity to accelerate the Vienna negotiations. We must 

make full use of that opportunity, florin spite of much 

progress, significant problems remain outstanding. 

We hope our partners will respond favourably to the proposals 

recently tabled by the Western Allies and that they will 

contribute to the establishment of , further common ground 

through proposals and flexibility of their own. If so, there 

110 	is every reason to hope that the present meeting will be the 
energizing injection that the Vienna talks so obviously 

require if momentum is to be maintained. 

• 
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While the brunt of the remaining work has to bei. borne by our 

negotiators in Vienna, it is clear that early conclusion of a 

treaty requires constant political level attention. For our 

part we would in principle be open to the idea of a possible 

CFE foreign ministers meeting later this year in order to 

facilitate progress in what we  hop  e at that  trime  will be a few 

remaining outstanding issueà. 

While concentrating on the final stages of the first phase of 

CFE, we also need to start looking beyond this. rThè  agreement 

which seems now to be within reach is an important step 

towards a Stable and lasting-new security order for Europe. 

But it will not in and Of itself  sole all of the continent's 

seCurity problems: Hence there must be no break in the 

conventienal arms control process following a first agreement. 

The Allies are on record as foreseeing further steps to 

enhance stability and security in Europe. These could include 

i.e. further reductions, iecitision of new equilment Categories 
and stabilizing measures. 

Developments in the various individual areas of arms control 

are obviously interrelated. CSBMs  cari  make a vital 

contribution to the consolidation of the emerging new security 

structure in Europe. The chances that a START Agreement to 

reduce strategic nuclear arms by 50% can be conclueed in the 

course of this year have obviously been increased as a result 

of the recent meeting between Mr. Baker and Mr. Shevardnadze. 

Significant progress appears to have been made also with 

regard to chemical weapons. Hopefully this will pave the way 

for early agreement, at the Geneva Conference on Disarmament, 

on a global ban on chemical weapons. In the near future it 

will also be'time to leanch negotiations on landbased nuclear 

missiles of shorter range. 

Mr. Chairman, 



L  

Last year was one of unprecedented political change  and 

 upheaval. This year's challenge is to see to it that the old 

security order in Europe, characterized by mutual antagonism 
and political and ideological competition, is replaced by new 

security structures based on cooperation and commonality of 
interest. 

The CSCE process should in our view play a key role in this 

context, as a framework for the management of East-West 

relations and as a basis for the establishment of the new 

order of peace in Europe called for in the May 1989 NATO 

summit declaration. Norway is strongly in favour of convening 

a CSCE sUmmit later this year. Therefore, we have noted with 

satisfaction the expressions of growing support for this 

proposal in all three major CSCE groupings. 

A CSCE summit would give the process an energizing political 

impulsè by underlining the importance the 35 attach to it as 

an instrument for peaceful,  coopérative  change. It would also 

provide an opportunity for discussion of the political future 

of the continent of Europe, the future direction of arms 

control, and the role that the CSCE process could play in the 

development of new patterns and structures of éooperation in 

Europe. 

Mr. Chairman, 

By way of conclusion,  I  should like to express my thanks to 

the Government and people of Canada for having arranged this 

important Conference and for the generous hospitality they 

have extended to us. 

Thank-you, ge.  Chair an.  
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SPEECH BY THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS -0F SPAIN. "UPIN 

SKIIS' CONFEREHCE, OTTAWA, 1Z FEBRUARY 1990. 

IN 1955, THE PROPOSAL BY PRESIDENT EISENHOWER 

TO THE SOVIET UNION TO SIGN AN 'OPEN SKIES 	TREATY DID 

NOT GET A POSITIVE RESPONSE. 	THIRTY -FIVE YEARS  LA. TER 

IT IS PRECISELY THIS PROJECT, WHICH HAS SUMMONED US HERE 

IN OTTAWA, THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER COUNTRIES OF 

THE ATLANTIC ALLIANCE AND THE WARSAW PACT. WE MUST ASK 

OURSELVES: WHY  IS  IT THAT THOSE SKIES WHICH COULD NOT 

BE OPEN IN 1955 CAN BE NOW OPEN IN 1990? 

I THINK THAT WE ALL AGREE ON THE ANSWER: BECAUSE 

WE HAVE WANTED AND KNOWN HOW TO SUBSTITUTE CONFRONTATION 

FOR COOPERATION. OR, IN OTHER WORDS: BECAUSE WE HAVE CEASED 

TO CONSIDER OURSELVES INCOMPATIBLE AND WE NOW WANT TO 

BE COMPLEMENTARY. 

IN THIS CHANGE WHICH IS SO ENCOURAGING AND 

SIGNIFICANT, A MOTIVE POWER AS OLD  AS THE WORLD AND WISER 

THAN ANYONE HAS TRIGGERED THE RYTHM OF HISTORIC TIME. 

THIS POWER HAS BEEN THE UNCONSTRAINABLE PRESSURE OF NATIONS 

WHOSE OWN DYNAMIC HAS ALLOWED THEM TO GO THROUGH A MUCH 

LONGER COURSE IN A FEW MONTHS, IN TERMS OF SUBSIDING 

DISTRUST AND DECREASING THREAT BETWEEN EAST AND WEST, 

THAN WE NEGOTIATIORS AND POLITICIANS HAVE GONE THROUGH 



IN YEARS. EUROPE NO LONGER  WALKS 1M MU STEPS BUT IN 

LONG STRIPES , AND IS JUM.I)ING ,  OVER FENCES  AND  OVERCOMING 

OBSTACLES PRACTICALLY EVERY DAY. THIS IS HERE AND NOW, 

MRà PRESIDENT, OUR STARTING POINT AND OUR CHALLENGE. 

FOR YEARS WE HAVE BEEN NEGOTIATING A MILITARY 

BALANCE WHICH WOULD MAKE THE WORLD MORE BOSPITABLE. WE-

HAVE FOLLOWED A DOUBLE COURSE: ON ONE HAND-  BY ARTICULATING 

MEASURES WHICS WOULD CONTRIBUTE TO REDUCE THE DISTRUST 

LEVEL WHICH STARTED TO PREVAIL IN EUROPE RIGHT AFTER THE 

SECOND .  WORLD WAR. ON THE OTHER HAND, BY RESTRICTING THE 

'QUALITATIVE . AND QUANTITATIVE MARGINS OF ARMAMENT THAT 

THIS DISTRUST HAS LED US TO ACCUMULATE.. AIL  ALONG, WE 

110  
HAVE ALWAYS KNOWN THAT CONFIDENCE BUILDING MEASURES AND 

DISARMAMENT ARE NOt AN END IN THEMSELVES BUT RATHER MEANS 

OF REACHING ANOTHER GOAL, MUCH BROADER AND NOBLER: TO 

CREATE A WORLD WHICH MAY ASPIRE AFTER BEING FREER AND 

MORE JUST AS IT FEELS MORE SECURE. 

I WOULD LIKE TO PUT FORWARD THREE CONSIDERATIONS 

ON THIS DISARMAMENT PROBLEM. 

THE FIRST ONE IS THE HEED FOR DISARMAMENT 

MEGOTIATIONS TO ADVANCE AT LEAST AT THE SAME RYTHM AS 

THAT OF POLITICAL EVENTS 

. UNTIL MOW,  IN  EUROPE, QUR CLAIM IN  THE  FIELD 

OF DISARMAMENT HAS BEEN RELATLVELY MODEST. EUROPE IS 

THE CONTINENT WITH THE BIGGEST CONCENTRATION OF ARMAMENT 

IN THE WORLD AND UNTIL NOW WE HAVE POT GONE BEYOND A PROJECT 
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OF LIMITATION OF HARM IN A CONTEXT OF RIVALRY AND DISTRUST. 
41)  DISARMAMENT MUST NOW BE THE CONSEQUENCE OF A 

NEW WORLD SITUATION, AND SEVERAL OF THE STATEMENTS WHICHOOO 

APPEARED AS TOP OBJECTIVES ARE NOW MINIMAL OBJECTIVES 

AND WHAT APPEARED TO BE POINTS OF ARRIVAL ARE RERELY 

INTERMEDIATE STAGES. 

THE VIENA NEGOTIATIONS RUST END A5 SOON AS 

POSSIBLE, MOT BECAUSE THEY ARE THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

DISARMAMENT PROCESS, BUT BECAUSE THEY ARE AN INITIAL AND 

NECESSARY STEP. THE CONCLUSION OF THIS NEGOTIATION FORCIBLY 

IMPLIES THE BEGINNING OF ANOTHER. 

THE SECOND ' ASPECT OF DISARMAMENT WHICH I WISH 

TO REFER TO IS THAT THERE IS A EUROPEAN DIMENSION OF 

SECURITY WHICH WE MUST NOT FORGET AND THAT IS THE 

MEDITERRANEAN. THE REDITERRANEAN SEA IS TODAY THE SCENE 

OF AN EXCESSIVE CONCENTRATION OF ARMAMENT. JUST AS THE 

PROCESS INITIATED IN HELSINKI HAS ALLOWED FOR A 

TRANSFORMATION OF THE EUROPEAN REALITY, WHY  DONT'  WE 

FATHOM A GREAT FORUM OF COOPERATION AND SECURITY THAT 

WOULD BE IN A POSITION TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THAT EXPERIENCE 

IN ORDER TO LAY THE FOUNDATION FOR CONFIDENCE, DEMOCRATIC 

MODELS AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN THIS PART OF THE WORLD. 

THIRDLY, LET US NOT FORGET THAT HOW MUCH MORE 

EUROPEAN DISARMAMENT PROGRESSES, THE UNIVERSAL DIMENSION 

OF THE PROBLEM BECOMES MORE EVIDENT. WE ARE TALKING ABOUT 

SOME PROBLEMS WHICH ARE NOT ONLY EUROPEAN BUT WORLD-HIDE. 
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IN THE CASE OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS, FOR INSTANCE, 

BILATERAL AGREEMENTS ARE NOT SUFFICIENT, AS BETWEEN THE 

USSR AND THE UNITED STATES, BUT IT IS NECESSARY TO REACH 

A UNIVERSAL AGREEMENT TO ERADICATE THEM TOTALLY. 

IN CONCLUSION, THE ASPIRATIONS AND THE' DISARMAMENT 

PROjECTS WHICH HAVE CONSISTENTLY FAILED BECAUSE THEY 

WERE PREMATURE, FIND TODAY A POLITICAL CONTEXT WHICH 

GIVES THEM MATURITY. THUS, THE 'OPEN SKI& REGIME WHICH 

WAS EVIDENTLY PREMATURE IN 1955, IS NOW MATURE IN 1990. 

WE ARE CONVINCED THAT IT IS PERFECTLY POSSIBLE TO REACH 

A DOUBLE OBJECTIVE AT WHICH WE AIM WTH THIS REGIME: 

ON ONE HAND, THE OPENING OF THE AIR SPACES TO CARRY OUT 

OBSERVATION FLIGHTS IN ORDER TO STRENGTHEN CONFIDENCE 

AND TRANSPARENCY) ON THE OTHER HAND, COOPERATION IN THE 
110 PEACEFUL USE Of AIR SPACE BY MILITARY AIRCRAFT. THE ONSET 

OF TRIS PROJECT WILL THUS COMPLEMENT THE VERIFICATION 

MEASURES -WHICH WILL BE ESTABLISHED IN OTHER TREATIES 

OF  ARMAMENT AND DISARMAMENT CONTROL AND-, ROST PARTICULARLY, 

IN THOSE WHICH WILL BE ADOPTED IN THE TREATY OF 

CONVENTIONAL DISARMAMENT IN VIM. 

THE CONCLUSION OF THIS TREATY -ANOTHER OLD AND 

FRUSTRATED ASPIRATION- ALSO FINDS TODAY CONDITIONS OF 

MATURITY. THE NUMERICAL MAGNITUDE OF CONVENTIONAL ARMAMENT 

AND ITS ASYMMETRICAL DISTRIBUTION IN EUROPE ARE HOT  ONLY 

INCONGRUOUS WITH THE POLITICAL EVOLUTION WHICH IS RAPIDLY 

TAKING PLACE. WHAT IS EVEN MORE SERIOU S  IS THE FACT THAT 
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THEY MAY END UP BY CONSTITUTING A DANGEROUS RESTRAINT 
gl›  TO THE ACTUAL CHANGING PROCESS AND THE EXPECTATIONS OF 

COOPERATION WHICH ARE BEING OUTLINED. FURTHERMORE, REACHING 

A CONVENTIONAL STABILITY IN EUROPE AT LOWER POWER LEVELS 

IS THE LEVER WHICH WILL ALLOW TO HOVE DECISIVELY ANOTHER 

PARALLEL PROCESS, AND NOT LESS IMPORTANT, THE DRASTIC 

REDUCTION OF NUCLEAR ARMS, THE *START' NEGOTIATIONS AND 

PROGRESS TOWARDS THE CONCLUSION OF THE GENEVA CONVENTION 

ON ERADICATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS. 

WE MUST DIRECT OUR POLITICAL WILL IN THIS 

DIRECTION IN ORDER TO REACH PROMPT SOLUTIONS TO THE 

PROBLEMS WE FIND IN THE VIENA NEGOTIATIONS. IN THE PAST 

WE HAVE OFTEN COVERED UP POLITICAL DIFFICULTIES UNDER 

410  THE VEIL OF TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES. TODAY WE MAY RIGHTLY 

SAY THAT THE DIFFICULTIES WHICH STILL SUBSIST IN VIENA 
ARE TECHNICAL, BECAUSE WE HAVE THE FIRM NEGOTIATING 

WILL TO REACH AN AGREEMENT WHICH WILL PROPORTIONATE 

CONVENTIONAL MILITARY REALITY IN EUROPE WITH ITS POLITICAL 

REALITY. - 

THE NEW PROPOSALS ON COMBAT AVIATION AND PERSONNEL 

STATIONED IN EUROPE MUST LEAD TO A PROMPT AGREEMENT 

IN BOTH AREAS WHICH ARE STILL OPEN. WE HOPE THAT 

FLEXIBILITY WILL ALSO CONTINUE TO PREVAIL  IN  OTHER PENDING 

MATTERS SUCH AS THE DELIMITATION OF SUBAREAS AND GUARDED 

ARMAMENT STOCKS, COMBAT HELICOPTERS AND DEFINITIONS 

OF THAT ARMAMENT WHICH IS SUBJECT TO LIMITATIONS, SO 
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THAT WE WILL BE IN A POSITION TO SIGN .AND AGREEMENT 

ON CONVENTIONAL FORCES AND ALSO, PREFERABLY,  THE  AGREEMENT 

REFERRING TO MEASURES OF CONFIDENCE -BEFORE THE END 

OF THE YEAR-. 

RR. PRESIDENT:. 

WE OUST NOT THE BE PROPHETS OF HISTORY, BUT 

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR IT. WHAT IS TRULY NEW ABOUT THE 

TIMES THAT WE ARE LIVING IS THE RYTHM OF CHANGE WHICH 

MAY GENERATE A HISTORIC VERTIGO. WI ARE TAKING A RISK 

IN TBAT THE INTELLECTUAL PROCESS MAY STAY BEHIND THE 

. PROCESS OF CHANGE, AND THAT WE MAY NOI BE  ABLE  TO FORESEE 

OUR THINKING AND DOING AND RIGHTLY INTERPRET WHAT IS 

HAPPENINGi 

GOETHE, WHD WAS PRESENT' AT VALMY, KNEW HOW TO 

RECOGNIZE CLEARLY THAT, ON THAT DAY, IN THE BATTLE FIELD, 

A NEW fRA IN THE HISTORY OF HUMANITY HAD IRREVOCABLY 

BEGUN. WE, WHO ARE WITNESSING A TRUE TRANSFIGURATION 

OF EUROPE,  KNOW THAT THE CHANGES WHICH ARE OCCURRING 

MEAN THE RECOVERY OF A UNITARY 'CONSCIENCE OF OUR 

CONTINENT. THIS CERTAINTY COMPELS U$ TO ADAPT THE IDEAS 

THAT WE HAVE ENTERTAINED FOR A RIVAL AND DIVIDED EUROPE 

TO THIS OTHER EUROPE WHICH IS ALREADY COMING TO LIFE 

AS A COLLECTIVE HOPE. IS THIS MEN EUROPE THE POLITICAL 

ROLE OF THE EC AND THE DYNAMISM OF ITS UNITARY PROCESS 

ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER.. 

EUROPE HAS ALWAYS BEEN A REALITY OF WEIGHTS 
gle 
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AND COUNTERWEIGHTS WHICH WERE ARRANGED . IN A FRAGILE 

gle EQUILIBRIUM. WE DON'T KNOW WHAT IT WILL BE CALLED NEXT 

CENTURY. BUT WHAT WE DO KNOW WITH CERTAINTY IS THAT 

WE ARE HEADING TOWARDS A NEW EUROPEAN BALANCE. 

I BELIEVE THAT THE BEST FRAMEWORK  IN  WHICH WE 

CAN WORK WITH THE ELEMENTS AT HAND TO SHAPE THIS NEW 

BALANCE, IS THE CONFERENCE ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION 

IN EUROPE. 

THE CeE HAS BEEN AT ONCE THE WITNESS AND THE 

INSTRUMENT FOR THE TRANSITION FROM A EURŒPEAN SCHEME 

OF CONFRONTATION  TO  A PLAN OF COOPERATION. THE FLEXIBLE 

AND OPEN STRUCTURE OF THE CSCE AS A FORUM OF EUROPEAN 

DIALOGUE, WHICH HAS MADE THIS GREAT SUCCESS POSSIBLE, 

HA  Y ALSO SERVE TO MAKE IT BECOME A CENTRE OF CONVERGENCE 

IN WHICH THE SYNTHESIS WE ARE AIMING AT FOR EUROPE WILL 

BECOME A REALITY. 

WITH THIS LOGIC IN 'MIND, WE SUPPORT WITHOUT 

ANY RESERVATION THE OPPORTUNITY OF HOLDING, AT THE END 

OF THIS YEAR, A CSCE SUMMIT IN ORDER TO CARRY OUT A

•COLLECTIVE THINKING ON THE PRESENT OF EUROPE AND ITS 

FUTURE. 

THE SUMMIT WOULD ENTAIL A LOADED AGENDA, FOR 

MANY COMMON QUESTIONS ARE RISING BEFORE US WHICH REQUIRE 

COMMON ANSWEBS. OUR OBJECTIVE SHOULD BE TWOFOLD: SUMMING 

UP AND PROJECTION TOWARDS THE FUTURE. WE MUST MAKE AN 

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS, REVIEW THE 
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JURISPRUDENCE WHICH WE HAVE BEEN ACCUMULATING' AND EVALUATE 
gle 

 

THE  NEEDS  FOR A NEW LEGISLATION ,  ON THE BASIS OF THE 

PRESENT SITUATION IN EUROPE, WE MUST DISCUSS THE MAIN 

OUTLINES OF ITS FUTURE AROUITECTURE, SET NEW DISARMAMENT 

OBJECTIVES SO THAT MILITARY 'LOGIC WILL INCREASINGLY 

ADJUST ITSELF TO POLITICAL LOGIC AND AGREE ON THE STEPS 

TO BE MADE IN THE  IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCESS. FINALLY, 

WE MUST MEDITATE, ON ITS REGULARIZATION AND CONSOLIDATION, 

AND REFLECT ON THAT' WHICH WE HAVE ALREADY CALLED THE 

INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE CSCE. 

AN EMINENT CANADIAN STATESMAN, LESTER PEARSON, 

SAID THAT "THE GRIM FACT IS THAT WE PREPARE FOR WAR 

LIKE PRECOCIOUS GIANTS AND FOR PEACE LIKE RETARDED 

111, PYGMIES". WE HAVE COME HERE, TO THIS CANADIAN LAND, 

WILLING TO PREPARE OURSELVES FOR PEACE AS PRECOCIOUS 

GIANTS, FOR A NEWLY MADE PEACE WHICH OPENS BEFORE US, 

IMPLACABLE AND ENCOURAGING. 

• 
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• Mr. Chairman; 
Distinguished Colleagues, 
Ladies and gentlemen, 

This conference is indeed a symbol of the new spirit 

prevailing in the international relations, a spirit of openness noW 

spreading way up into the sky. What seemed impossible 35 years ago 

becomes achievable today. We meet here in Ottawa in the name of 

our common willingness to lay down the foundation for the first 

agreement among States belonging to two opposite military 

alliances, as a substantive step toward increased mutual 

confidence. 

Our deep gratitude goes first  of ° all to the Canadian 

Government - to the Right Honourable Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, 

Ile 	the Right Honcitirable Minister .  Joe Clark- , and to the friendly 

Canadian people - for their constructive initiative and generous 

offer to host this Conference. It would have been difficult to 

find a more suitable venue. Symbolically, the sky above Ottawa the 

opening day was also cloudless. 

We meet here in Ottawa - after having witnessed, some of us 

after having participated in, history-making changes in Europe. 

Minds and hearts have come open to a new reality, frontiers are no 

longer obstacles to contacts among people and nations, walls which 

were built on prejudice, fear and suspicion are falling down. In 

order to regain its freed= and dignity my country had to pay with 

the blood of its sons and daughters. A totalitarian police state 

crumbled down, a total and irreversible break with the past is now 

• 
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doubled by an entire nation's firm commitment to the values of 

democracy, pluralism and human rights, to a market-oriented economy 

and to a foreign policy of openness to all horizons. We have come 

to realize that freedom has to be won, ,but democracy has to be 

leaned, not taught. We in Romania are • learning it the hard way. 

I am glad of this opportunity to express the deep gratitude 

of the Romanian people and Government for the solidarity and 

support that all peoples and Governments represented in this hall 

have extended to us at our time of need. 

Free and democratic Romania now proudly rejoins the European 

and world concert of nations. 

Just a few words on our view of the future structures of 

11› European security and cooperation. After listening to the speakers 

Who preceded me I feel strengthened in my belief that the recent 

events in Europe have revealed, among many other things, a lack of 

proper permanent institutional framework for debate and, possibly, 

joint decision on European matters of general interest. As a 

result, military-politically alliances may tend tb take upon 

themselves tasks that they are normally not supposed to handle. 

It becomes increasingly obvious that the CSCE process which started 

as a bold initiative, and then gradually became a frame of mind 

rather than a structured framework  bill  have to evolve, and 

quickly, into a real institutional structure. My government 

believes that an agreement, at least in principle, could be reached 

Ile at a summit level meeting of the CSCE participating countries later 
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this year. We also are of the opinion that in view,  of the rapid 

and dramatic changes occurring on the continent, an activé 

involvement of all the original signatories of the Helsinki Final 

Act is indeed essential. 

Free Romania welcomes the "progress achieved so far on  as 

 limitation and reduction and hopefully expects the conclusion, 

during the current year, of the first negotiated agreement on 

conventional disarmament in Europe. 

An impending "Open Skies" agreement, along with other existing 

agreements, will certainly strengthen confidence among the States 

participating in the two military alliances. It may hopefully 

encourage the elaboration and the adoption of other confidence 

building and disarmament agreements and measures by providing a 

broader view of an emerging system of vèrification and control. 

We believe that in order to reach that objective the current 

negotiations should take into account at least four fundamental 

challenges. 

First,  the "Open Skies" system should be conceived to function 

as a confidence-building instrument. It should not cause more 

suspicion, but rather alleviate the existing sources of mistrust. 

Second,  it should not become a burden for anyone. It should 

evolve in an natural way, on a basis of mutual goodwill, as a 

normal fact of life in the relations between States. 

• 
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Third,  it shoûld offer equal chances for all participating 

States, irrespective of their size, military potential or level of 

technological development. 

Fourth,  the legal instrument to be negotiated should be simple 

and flexible enough to make possible the adjustments that will be 

required in the future to suit the specific conditions of 

changing world. 

Meeting these challenges will turn the original concept of a 

confidence-building measure into an effective instrument for 

fostering a climate of understanding and co-operation in a new 

Europe. One of the crucial issues our experts will have to solve 

is to ensure equality in the proper functioning of the proposed 

schema, considering the different technological capacity of various 

countries. 

It will also be necessary to ensure a sound cooperative 

relationship between the observing and the observed during the 

inspection of the aircraft, to see that the observing mission is 

performed without interfering with the normal function of the 

national safety flight regulations. In addition, the participating 

States should be protected against possible commercial use,‘ without 

their consent, of the information and data acquired by the 

observing State. And  conversely, the parties must have access to 

all data and information concerning their territory, which have 

been obtained as a result of a flight under the "Open Skies" 

system. 

• 
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At the saine time, suce  it may happen that the information 

collected by an observing flight may not dispel all suspicions, it 

would fit the logic of the "Open Skies" system, as a confidenCe 

building measure, to include in the agreement a procedure whereby 

the observing State and the observed State would have valid 

incentives to sort out by dialogue all the aspects in question 

before making public statements or undertaking any unilateral 

measures. 

As to the scope of the system, what is being called "open 

Skies" should not be kept "closed" between military alliances. In 

fact, the system should be open for participation by all European 

countries if and when they may wish to join. 

The Romanian delegation is confident that such a course of 

action would facilitate the negotiating process and foster , the 

climate of co-operation that is required for a successful 

conclusion of our endeavours. 

• 
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It would be hard to find anything better than the Open 

Skies initiative to symbolize the favourable changes in the 

political situation in Europe and the world. When the idea was 

launched, many did not conceal their skepticism as to its 

timeliness and feasibility, and now, nine months after 

President Bush's speech, we have  corne  together in Ottawa in the 

hope that we can work out a treaty on an Open Skies regime and can 

begin implementing it soon. 

Hungary gave tangible evidence of its confidence in the 

success of the Open skies initiative and its willingness to make 

an active contribution to this success through its commitment to 

hosting the second phase of the Conference and through the 

execution, jointly with Canada, of a trial flight evaluated at the 

410 	Budapest meeting of experts of  th , 	States in January. 

Skeptics, too, were convinced of the usefulness and timeliness 

of the Open Skies initiative by the rapid pace of events in recent 

months. The treaty, if signed in the near future, will ease 

concerns that arms control and security policies are increasingly 

lagging behind the accelerated pace of political changes. If the 

participants of  dur'  current talks do not loose sight of the 

political significance of the treaty to be worked out and they rely 

on the confidence created among the 23 States, the treaty could be 

signed as soon as May 12, the first anniversary of the initiative. 

It is likely that the first treaty will not be able to satisfy 

every expectation and need of all participants, but we are • 
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convinced that these can be met later, on the basis of experience 

accumulated and mutual confidence further strengthened, through 

improvement and expansion of the operational system. 

Signing a treaty as early as the first -half of this year woxild 

give a boost to the Vienna CFE and -CS,B14 talks and would undoubtedlY 

have an impact on all other - arms control fora, too. 

Hungary as a Central East European state is particularly aware 

of the importance of creating soon a stable security policy 

background to the rapid and deep political changes. Our Conference 

can be an important step in a longer process  puttingV  changes 

occurring in our continent in a solid framework through 

interconnected confidence and security building as well as 

disarmament measures and leading to the emergence of a collective 

security system. The Open Skies regime can serve as a building 

block -  of this collective security system as the execution of 

flights requires a high degree of openness and cooperation among 

the parties. We deem it important that this treaty be an agreement 

of 23 sovereign States and thereby offer an opportunity for 

expansion through involvement of all interested European states. 

We must strive to create a system that is not overly 

complicated and does not pursue maximalist goals. This will help 

us avoid unduly protracted negotiations as well as flights 
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resulting in wariness rather than strengthened confidence. The 

composition and technical level of the instruments used, the 

quotas, the minimalization of areas closed to flights will ensure 

that the flights result in an actual increase in military openness 

and transparency. 

Mr. Chairman, 

would like to take this opportunity to raise a few ideas 

concerning the most impârtant current disarmament forum, that is 

the CEE  talks. 

Our opinion is that these talks, too must adapt to the 

changing circumstances. Developments in the political and military 

situation in Europe make it 'indispensable that an agreement be 

reached  in the year 1990, the outlines of this agreement having 

fully - taken shape at the talks by now. 

It is particularly important not to delay political decisions 

needed to reach an agreement. We are of the opinion that 

conditions necessary to making these decisions already exist 

regarding the most important issues at the talks. 

Regarding the issue of air force we see a basic consensus in 

that the agreement must limit all combat aircraft, so the debate 

should focus on Which of the disputed Subcategories will be limited 

Idideliefertr im 
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and how. Requirements of Europeàn stability as well as those of 

an equal security of  participant à must be considered when working 

out an agreement. We believe that a common ceiling shoilld apply 

to all units  of  combat capable aircraft, permanently land-based 

naval aviation and medium  bombers. As for strategic bombers and 

for interceptors of Soviet Home Air Defence, special solutions will 

have to be worked out. 

we appreciate and welcome President Bush's proposal of 

February 2 as a significant step forward on the personnel issue. 

The proposai  is fully in compliance with the Hungarian concept 

presented in Vienna January 18, calling for a reduction of troops 

11› stationed abroad to the lowest  possible  level. This proposal 

enables us to outline an agreement acceptable to all based on a 

sufficiency rule establishing an upper 2„imit on troops stationed 

aboard by any participant, whi le  postponing a comprehensive 

limitation of personnel to be established by the next agreement. 

believe we need an open-minded approach to the post -CFE-I 

period. pur current perception is that the conceptual basis of the 

current talks, namely their  alliance-based approach, cannot be 

maintained. We should use the period between the signing and 

entering into force  of  the agrtement to worX out, involving all 

• 
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meMber countries of the CSCE, the mandate for the next phase of CFE 

talks. It would be important to see these talks start immediately 

upon the agreement's entering into force. 

Mr. Chairman, 

It is symbolic for us that the location for the signing of the 

treaty creating an Open Skies regime will hopefully be Budapest. 

Hungary considers intensified European cooperation an important 

guarantee of its own future and democratic development. we are 

interested in seeing the favourable political processes currently 

experienced in pur  continent stretching out to the fields of 

security policy and arms control. This fact is itself a guarantee 

to our doing our best to ensure the success of the whole 

Conference, including the Budapest Phase. And if the States 

concerned may come to an agreement, we would be ready to host, 

following the conclusion of the closing session at the Ministerial 

level, a meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the 35 States 

participating in the CSCE process. That meeting would serve to lay 

the ground for the 1990 Summit of the Thirty-Five. 

Getting back nOw to Ottawa, ve  are  aware that the negotiating 

delegations will have to solve a number of complidated problems in 

the short time at their disposal. We are encouraged by our feeling 

that all the participating States  have the  political will needed 

to make this highly significant enterprise a success. It serves 

Prn;r, 



the interest  of  all Europe that we proceed further on the road 

indicated by the historic disarmament and confidence building 

agreements signed or in the works. This can guarantee the 

durability of the current favourable trends in international 

politics and  thefl opening up of skies over every State on our globe 

in the not too distant future. 

I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the document formulating the 

common position of the Warsaw Treaty member States which I am 

tabling now, will serve as an appropriate basis to elaborating a 

treaty that meets the afore-mentioned requirements. The concepts 

outlined in this paper give shape to a flexible regime containing 

sufficient common ground the NATO's "Basic Elements" so as to start 

working together. 

• 
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Statement by the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs of Turkey, 

H.E. Mesut Yilmaz 

MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

AT THE OUTSET I WOULD Lue TO EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION 

FOR THE EFFICIENT EFFORTS DEPLOYED BY CANADA IN PROMOTING 

"OPEN SKIES". THESE EFFORTS CULMINATED IN THE SUCCESSFUL 

ORGANIZATION OF THIS CONFERENCE, AND THEY RIGHTLY DESERVE OUR 

HEARTFELT CONGRATULATIONS. I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO THANK OUR 

HOSTS FOR THEIR WARM WELCOME AND HOSPITALITY. 

THE OPEN SKIES CONFERENCE COINCIDES WITH MAJOR TRANSFORMATION 

TAKING PLACE IN puRope AND HENCEFORTH IN THE NATURE OF EAST-WEST 

RELATIONS. THE SùCCESS OF  THE  REFORMS AND DEMOCRATISATION . 

UNDER. WAY IN THE SOVIET UNION AND OTHER EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

WILL HOpEFULLY BRING ABOUT THE END OF THE ARTIFICIAL DIVISION 

OF EUROPE. THE PREVAILING CIRCUMSTANCES ALSO PROVIDE THE 

NECESSARY ATMOSPHERE FOR THE ACCELERATION OF THE ONGOING ARMS 

REDUCTION AND DISARMAMENT EFFORTS. 

THERE ARE PROMISING SIGNS THAT THE FIRST CFE AGREEMENT AND 

A START ACCORD WILL BE SIGNED BY THE END OF 1990. AN AGREEMENT 

BANNING THE USE AND PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS ALSO SEEMS 

WITHIN SIGHT. A CSCE SUMMIT WILL MOST PROBABLY BE HELD DURING 

THE LAST QUARTER OF THE YE"AR. IF ALL THESE ARE REALISED, 1990 

MIGHT BE QUOTED IN THE ANNALS OF HISTORY AS "THE YEAR OF 

DISARMAMENT". THE "OPEN SKIES" CONFERENCE WILL NO DOUBT 

CONTRIBUTE TO THIS PROCESS. 
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WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY SINCE THE IDEA OF "OPEN SKIES" 

WAS FIRST FORMULATED BY PRESIDENT EISENHOWER AND FORMALLY 

PROPOSED AT THE GENEVA SUMMIT IN 1955. THE VERY FACT THAT 

WHEN, 35 YEARS LATER, THE SAME IDEA WAS RE-LAUNCHED BY ANOTHER 

AMERICAN PRESIDENT, GEORGE BUSH, IT MET A FAVOURABLE  RE CTION  

IS A TESTIMONY TO THE FAR RANGING PROGRESS ACHIEVED IN EAST-WEST' 

RELATIONS DURING THE FAST  FEW YEARS. 

IF, AS A RESULT OF OUR DELIBERATIONS WE SUCCEED IN 

ESTABLISHING AN "OPEN SKIES" REGIME, THIS WILL NOT ONLY CONSTITUTE 

A TANGIBLE PROOF OF IMPROVED INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, BUT WILL 

ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO THE FURTHER ADVANCEMENT OF THE CONFIDENCE 

BUILDING AND ARMS CONTROL PROCESS ALREADY UNDER WAY. INDEED BY 

DEMONSTRATING THE WILLINGNESS OF A COUNTRY TO OPEN ITS ENTIRE 

TERRITORY TO AERIAL OVERFLIGHTS, TO BECOME "TRANSPARENT", THE 

PROPOSED REGIME WILL BE A CONFIDENCE BUILDING MEASURE 

"PAR EXCELLENCE". MOREOVER, IT IS LIKELY TO BE VERY USEFUL IN 

ASSISTING THE VERIFICATION OF ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENTS UNDER 

NEGOTIATION. THEREFORE, AS STATED IN NATO'S "BASIC ELEMENTS" 

PAPER AND I CITE, "THIS DOUBLE CHARACTERISTIC OF AN 'OPEN SKIES' 

REGIME WOULD MAKE IT A VALUABLE COMPLEMENT TO CURRENT EAST-WEST 

ENDEAVOURS." 

WITH THESE CONSIDERATIONS IN MIND, TURKEY ACTIVELY CONTRIBUTE: 

TO THE CONSULTATIONS CARRIED OUT IN NATO. WE ARE READY TO 

DISPLAY THE SAME POSITIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE ATTITUDE DURING THE 

WORK OF THIS CONFERENCE AND CONTRIBUTE TO A SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME. 
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TURKEY'S VIEWS FIND THEIR EXPRESSION IN NATO'S 

"BASIC ELEMENTS" DOCUMENT. SO  I WILL NOT REPEAT THEM HERE. 

BUT I WANT TO EMPHASIZE A FEW POINTS OF PARTICULAR SIGNIFICANCE 

FOR MY COUNTRY. 

FIRST OF ALL, IN ESTABLISHING AN "OPEN SKIES" REGIME AN 

IMPORTANT PRINCIPLE SHOULD BE TO CREATE EQUAL SECURITY FOR ALL 

PARTICIPATING STATES. THIS ENSUES NATURALLY FROM THE OBJECTIVES 

I HAVE JUST MENTIONED. IT FOLLOWS THAT EACH PARTICIPANT, 

WHATEVER ITS MEANS, SHOULD HAVE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TO BENEFIT 

FROM THE REGIME TO BE ESTABLISHED. 

AS TO THE FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS, THEY CAN BE LIMITED ONLY 

FOR FLIGHT SAFETY REASONS OR IN ACCORDANCE WITH OBLIGATIONS 

ARISING FROM RULES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW. BUT THIS SHOULD NOT 

WAIVE PROHIBITIONS ESTABLISHED UNDER ICAO PROCEDURES FOR 

FLIGHTS OUTSIDE THE sun OF THE "OPEN ,SKIES" REGIME,SEEDLESS TO .5 

FLIGHTS OVER THE TURKISH STRAITS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE 

REGIME SHALL IN NO WAY CONSTITUTE A PRECEDENT FOR FLIGHTS 

OUTSIDE THE SdOPE OF THAT AGREEMENT, 

NY 1AST POINT la RELATED TO THE PARTICIPATION TO THE 

"OPEN SKIES" REGIME OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN NATO 

AND WARSAW TREATY ORGANIZATION MEMBER STATES. IN PRINCIPLE 

TURKEY DOES NOT OBJECT TO SUCH AN ENLARGEMENT, PROVIDED THAT 
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THEIR PARTICIPATION IS CONSIDERED AFTER THE REGIME IS WELL 

ESTABLISHED AND THE DECISION TO INVITE THEM'IS TAKEN ON 

A CASE-$Y-CASE  BASIS AND BY CONSENSUS. 

THANK YOU. 

• 
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EMBAIXADA DE PORTUGAL 
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OTTA WA  • 

ALLOW ME FIRST, CHAIRMAN, TO EXPRESS MY 

GRATITUDE TO THE CANADIAN AUTHORITIES FOR THE WARM 

HOSPITALITY BESTOWED UPON US ON THIS OCCASION, 

THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS' DECISION TO HOST AN 

"OPEN SKIES CONFERENCE" IS, IN FACT, A MOST TIMELY AND • 
DECISIVE CONTRIBUITION TOWARDS A SUCCESSFUL RESULT 

OF AN INITIATIVE WHICH DESERVES OUR SINCERE PRAISE. 

CONFIDENCE-BUILDING THROUGH THE ENHANCEMENT 

OF OPENNESS AND TRANSPARENCY HAS BEEN AMONG THE 

MAIN CONCERNS OF DEMOCRATIC SOCIETIES. 

BUT ALTHOUGH CONFIDENCE-BULDING IS NO DOUBT 
111,à1 erned.0 

THE PRINIARY OBJECTIVE OF OPEN SKIES, THE REGIME WE 
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ARE ABOUT TO STRUCTURE WILL GO BEYOND WHAT HAS SO 

FAR BEEN ACHIEVED IN THE FIELD OF CSBMs: NOT ONLY DOES 

IT STRIVE TO PROMOTE TRUST AND REDUCE THE RISKS OF 

MISUNDERSTANDINGS, BUT IT CAN BE OF GREAT USE TO 

COMPLEMENT THE VERIFICATION OF ON-GOING OF FUTURE 

ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENTS. 

IT WILL ALSO FOSTER COOPERATION IN AREAS OTHER 

THAN SECURITY, NAMELY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PURPOSES, 

AND IT WILL BE UP TO US TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THE 

REGIME'S POTENTIALLY I3ENEFICIAL SPILL-OVER EFFECTS. 

OUR COMMON ENDORSEMENT OF THE OPEN SKIES 

INITIATIVE IS AN ADDITIONAL GUARANTEE OF OUR 
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COMMITMENT TO ACCOlyIMODATE PEACEFUL CHANGE IN 

EUROPE IN A CONTEXT OF UNDIMINISHED SECURITY FOR ALL. 

IN THE MILITARY FIELD, WE HAVE BEEN PURSUING 

THESE OBJECTIVES IN BOTH THE VIENNA CFE AND CSBM 

NEGOTIATIONS, AND WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT RECENT 

PROPOSALS ON THE AVIATION, PERSONNEL AND HELICOPTER 

ISSUES IN CFE WILL GAIN WIDE CONSENSUS, THUS PAVING 

THE WAY TO THE COMPLE*TION OF A CFE AGREEMENT IN THE 

COURSE OF THIS  YEAR  BOTH THESE NEGOTIATIONS HAVE 

GIVEN US A CHANCE TO GET TO THE HEART OF EUROPEAN 

SECURITY NEEDS, AND HAVE AFFORDED AN OPPORTUNITY TO 

ELIMINATE FACTORS WHICH CONSTITUTE A THREAT AND 

REPLACE THEM WITH CONFIDENCE AND COOPERATION. 
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THIS PROGRESS WAS POSSIBLE BECAUSE THERE IS A NEW 

ATMOSPHERE IN EAST-WEST RELATIONS WHICH IS LINKED TO 

THE FUNDAMENTAL AND FAR-REACHING CHANGES WHICH 

ARE TAKING PLACE IN EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. 

THESE CHANGES ARE RADICALLY ALTERING THE POLITICAL 

ARCHITECTURE OF EUROPE, AND WE MUST ENSURE THAT THE 

COLLATERAL RESHAPING OF OUR SECURITY STRUCTURES 

WILL NOT LAG BEHIND. 

THERE IS NO REAL AND LASTING SECURITY WITHOUT 

GENUINE CONFIDENCE AND TRUST. YET SECURITY IS A 

GLOBAL CONCEPT, ENCOMPASSING NOT ONLY DISARMAIVIENT 

AND ARMS CONTROL ISSUES BUT ALSO THE RESPECT OF 

HUMAN RIGHTS AND FUNDAIVIENTAL FREEDOMS, AND THE 
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PROMOTION OF GREATER UNDERSTANDING AND 

INTERDEPENDENCE. 

MR. CHAIRMAN, 

DESPITE THE DIVISION OF EUROPE THAT PREVAILED 

FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS THERE WAS ALWAYS AN • 

	

	AWARENESS OF A COMMON DESTINY UNITING THE PEOPLES 

OF OUR CONTINENT. 

THEY WERE EMPHASIZED BY THE BREATHTAKING 

CHANGES THAT HAVE SWEPT THROUGH MUCH OF CENTRAL 

AND EASTERN EUROPE IN THE PAST YEAR. 

BUT, TO ARRIVE AT A WHOLE AND A UNITED EUROPE 

MUCH REMAINS TO BE DONE IN THE POLITICAL, ECONOMICAL 
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AND CULTURAL DOMAINS AND AT THE TOP PRIORITY THE 

OBSOLUTE NEED TO REACH A DEFENCE AND SECURITY 

ARRANGEMENT WHICH IS CAPBLE OF ENSURING FULL 

SE'CURITY OF EACH COUNTRY AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE 

LEVEL OF ARMAMENT. 

• 	
TO BUILD THE NEW EUROPE WE MUST BE OPEN MINDED 

AND GENEROUS. BUT WE MUST ALSO BE PRAGMATIC. THAT IS 

WHY WE CONSIDER THAT ALL EXISTING "FORA" SHOULD BE 

CONSIDERED AND ITS POTENTIALITIES SCRUTINEZED BEFORE 

WE EMBARK ON SETTING UP NEW INSTITUTIONS VVHICH 

WOULD DUPLICATE EXISTING ONES. 

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE AT THIS STAGE TO FORESEE THE 

FUTURE EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS. YET, TWO IDEAS SHOULD 

BE KEPT: - THE FIRST IS THAT CSCE IS THE MOST APPROPRIATE 
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"FORUM" TO CREATE AT THE PRESENT STAGE A GREATER 

INTERDEPENDENCE AND GREATER CONFIDENCE IN THE 

AREAS OF SECURITY AND DEFENCE FOR ALL THOSE 

CONCERNED WITH EUROPEAN FUTURE. 

THE SECOND IDEA TO BE KEPT IS THAT TIIE 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EEC AND ITS MOVEMENT TOWARDS 

CLOSER, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC INTEGRATION IS NOT 

ONLY AN IRREVERSIBLE PROCESS BUT ALSO A "MUST" IN THE 

STABILIZATION AND PROSPERITY OF EUROPE. 

VVE MUST REALIZE THAT WE ARE WITNESSING THE END 

OF COLD WAR. AND JUST LIKE IN ANY OTHER WAR ITS END 

REQUIRES THE REAPPRAISAL OF RELATIONS AMONG 

COUNTRIES, THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE POLITICAL 

PERSPECTIVES, THE SETTING UP OF COOPERATION AND 
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ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND EVENTUALLY THE CREATION OF 

NEW (OR THE nEvisioN OF EXISTING) INSTITUTIONS FOR 

DIALOGUE AND COOPERATION. 

IT IS IN 'THIS PERSPECTIVE THAT PORTUGAL SUPPORTS 

THE PROPOSALS  FORA  CSCE SUMMIT IN WHICH THE DEFENCE 

• 
 AND SECURITY IN EUROPE WOULD BE POLITICALLY AND 

EFFECTIVELY REINFORCED. 

A CSCE SUM1VIIT SHOULD THER,EFORE BE THE PROPER 

OCCASION FOR THE 35 STATES PART OF THE CSCE TO GIVE A 

SIGNAL OF THEIR WILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE TO WORK FOR 

A NEW, FREER AND MORE STABLE EUROPE ON THE BASIS OF 

THE 10 PRINCIPLES OF THE HELSINKI FINAL ACT. 
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IT COULD ALSO BEGIN  O.  EVALUATE HOW FAR WE 

COULD GO IN STRENGTHENING THESE PRINCIPLES, WITH A 

VIEW TO THE NEXT CSCE FOLLOW-UP MEETING, IN HELSINKI 

IN 1992, WHERE DECISIONS TO THIS EFFECT COULD BE TAKEN. 

MR. CHAIRMAN, • 
WE ARE IN THE EVE OF A TURI■TING POINT IN EAST/WEST 

RELATIONS, WHERE PEACE AND INTERDEPENDENCE, 

SOLIDARITY AND COOPERATION ARE THE KEY WORDS. THAT 

REQUIRES A LOT OF WORK AND A STRONG POLITICAL WILL. 

LET US NOT DEFRAUD HISTORY. 
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ADDRESS BY THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFARS 

GIANNI  DE  MICHELIS 

TO THE -OPEN SI:(IES" CONFERENCE 

(Ottawa, Jariljary 12, 1990) 

Mr. Chairman, 

am most, grateful to the Canadian Government for the 

hospitality that has  been  extended  ta  us, and more 

particularly for having been the first tO suggeSt thi ,s 

meeting, on the threshold of a year of paramount importance 

for Europe and the world as a whole. In a Europe that,  •until 

yesterday, was divided into opposing Political and social 

systems, we had grown used to seeing arms control as the 

means 'for preparing the ground for poitical dialogue. 

Today, however the staggering political develoPments that 

have occurred have leap-frogged eVen the arms negotiations. 

And this is despite the successul direction that these  are 

 taking, holding out the opportunity for our Continent to 

shake off Its melancholy destiny to be the. locus of the 

greatest concentration of destructive weapons, 

The Swift acceleration of history which began last 

summer is far from ending. 1990 will be the year in which to 

consolidate the positive  changes  which have taken place in 

Europe in the last months and to , lay the , foundations of a 

new architecture of our Continent. We are perfectly aware of 

all this, and we shall draw on it to ensure that this 

meeting provides us with an opportunity to give a further 

boost to the Cause of peace and stability. 
nàbi pre;hie 
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(Mr primary task here is to give substance to the -open 

skies'  idea, for what it signifies in terms of mutual 

confidence, transparency and awareness of the military 

capabilities and intentions of the other side. We have 

covered so much ground since the time Kruschev greeted a 

similar proposal by the President of the United States by 

retorting that the Soviet Union would never allow anyone to 

spy in its own bedroom! And we have 'never really been  sure 

whether secrecy was a means of concealing etrenght or 

weakness. With inadequate intelligence about the adversory, 

its capabilities are more likely to be over-estimated, and 

the response excessive. 

Today, we are living in a wholly different climate, 

even in psychological. terms, ,as demonstrated by the ready 

endorsement of the "open skies» idea. Ever si,nce it was 

first broached, the Italian goVerment has wholeheartedly 

backed president Bush's initiative, for a system of free, 

mutual air observation of the territories of the member 

countries of the Atlantic Alliance and the Warsaw Pact. 

Such measures are extremely useful for two main 

reasons. Firstly, they will help to strengthen, mutual trust 

and confidence, coneolidate and enhance transparency, and 

Make dialogue more concrete and constructive; and secondly, 

they will be an i-mportant experiment for ihe •erification 

and monitoring  of military actiVities that could then be 

used in future disarmament 'agreements, The originality and 

the vast scope of the -open  skie»  system extending fron San 

Francisco to Viadivostock will adt as an incentive to 

contemplate extending it i  fter the initial  running-1n 

phase, the participation of other countr,ies. This will also 

• .1.  
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110 	enable us to offer a substantial .complement to the results 

that will emerge from the negotiating table in Vienna on 

confidence - building and security, measures. 

With other member countries of the Atlantic Alliance, 

we have contribuked to proposals for an "open skiee" regime 

that could be  acceptable  by all the Twenty-three. We are 

perfectly receptive to any suggestions and :ideas froffi any 

other party- We - have instructed our negotiatiors to engage 

in flexible and earnest dialbgue when drafting the technical 

aspects that will be discusSed after the ministerial 

!neeti,PE- 

Italy is ready to open ùp her territory to the air 

observatiiOn aircraft of the Eastern Éuropean countries, 

reducing restrinctions to  the  bare minimum, with the 

exclusive purpose of guaranteeing air safety. We •also 

confirm our readiness to take part in the second round of 

the negotiations expected to  taie  place in Budapest this 

spring. 

But we-  have gathered here today with a further purpose 

still: to give a deciÉlve 'impetus ,to the Vienna talks on 

reduction of conventional forces- Proposals for reductions 

have been gatherin& pace recently. The disarmament race 

cannot be rün unilaterally or in a state of UncertaintY, 

because our goal remains that of achieving a balance of 

forces, a recognizable and controlled force  balance.  But - we 

have to màke haste, as I recalled laet month  in  Vienna 

together with our colleagues' Dumas and Gensher. 
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Another• reason for moving-with dispaotch is connected 

with the sprOlg elections to be held throughout the Eastern 

European countries.  Public  opinion that has been kept sileht 

for so long will yant to express the people's expectations, 

through their parliamentary representatives We must not 

create the impression  that there can be an excesSively long 

hiatus between the timing of the negotâ,ations and the 

polittcal decision-making. 

In Ottawa We are therefore look'ing for a decisive step 

forward towards overcoming the constraimets that still 

prevent an agreement for the reductîôh of conventional arms 

in eurdpe from being concluded by the summee- 

	

As to  the  definition of tanks, and to 	regional 

di .fferentiation and storage, we Would lik-ee zhe convergence 

that emerged in the Vtenna negotiaams to be now 

consolidated- The Western countries hevie also recently 

advanced new proposals to overcome as nagodly as pôssible 

the differenceS that still exist regard  the two main 

outstanding negotiation issues: 	aircreilt and 	military 

personnel. 

We appe:ai to our negottating partnerm, fin the ,Et not 

to let sl,kp this invitation to compromlse, sb as to -be able 

to ProVide our respective negotiators with concrete 

guidelines for resolving the outstandLng rEeficulties. 

The firat  round of the Vienna talks must be broght to 

an end so that we can then move on •o the hext stage-: 

further reductions, restructurin& of milry fortes and 

evolution Of military doctrines in a defeneive direction, a 

.1.  
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trans:ition towards form of security based on increased 
• 

5. 

cooPeration with the others. The ultimate goal must be to 

establish one security system in which tlle alliances form 

the Main focus of convergence for their respective stances, 

and the independence and integrity of every State is 

guaranteed, regardless of the military group to which they 

may. beaone 

That is why I believe that we have to send out a thIrd 

signal from Ottawa, no less. .fundamental than the other tWO, 

• 

of which it is to a certain extent the natural cone- equence-

I am thinking  of  the consensus to embark on a-neW round of 

negotiations of the Thirty - five, now that the CSCE had 

proved its eettle, setting  coexistence  in Europe on a new 

footing, and laying down the- rules that will govern it from 

here the third millennium, making oUr continent an area of 

peace and:prosperity. 

Starting with the Summit of the Thirty-five countries 

to be held before the end-  of the year, we must immediately 

begin negotiations to build. uP coexistence in EurOpe on the 

basis of the changes I have mentloned, in a Europe that is 

no longer gripped by insecurity and anxiety because of the 

military balances of imbalances. 

In Eastern Europe, political life is being enriched by 

a variety of movements and parties. The institutional 

implementation of the reforms stIll lies ahead, however. We 

know that they are still partly in the blueprint  stage, 

needing to be substantially fleshed  out  Redesigning the 

CSCE also means creating the best possible international 

conditions so that 1990 does not harbour any surprises, 

./. 
Ner.doli 
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newly restored democracy  is  not obliged to take a roundabbut 

route and its success becOmes irreversible .  

From many quarters we have been urged to seek out new 

ideas  and think of new institut-ions since the end of the 

cold war. The extraordinary Summit of the Thirty-five must 

provide the global  setting for a prOdeis that Will restore 

fundamental freedom's, and draw together all  'the  coUntries of 

Dur continent ,  around common values. Coming as it wdll after 

a first CFE agreement (and_ hopefully after the CSBM as well, 

"Helsinki 2" will have to reaffirm the validity of thé 

principles of the Helsinki Final Act and subsequent 

commitments, 	complementing 	them 	with 	new provision 

governing, fôr example, elections or the respect fdr the 

right of minbrities. It is now our firm conviction that the 

respect for human righte is elso a fundamental  factor  of our 

own security, and this i& yet anDtliér reason ;;;hy it ip in 

the interests of  ail.. 

The necessity for the German people to be united is  now 

 being fuelled by sentiments that can no longer be bridled. 

It has become the only possible way to prevent a drift in 

the centre of Europe that might be even more destabilizing 

than the situation that presently exïsts. The countries of 

the European Community have expressed the hope fn Strasbourg 

that this may come about in the framework of closer 

Community integration and a strengthening of the principles 

of the Helsinki Final Act. Integration, with all the 

difficult compromise and negotiations that this entails, 

will necessarily take longer than the phenomena that are now 

conepiring to forge the unity of a people divided by a long 

distant war ;  but the paraJlel between German unity and the 

• 
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unity of  Western  Europe atill holds good. The 	CSCE, 

moreover, is the only context that can offer the political 

framework for German unity and the certainty that it  cari  be 

achieved against  th è background of maximum international 

stability. And in this connection, too, we see the relevance 

of a "Helsinki 2". 

A. new security is td be defined now that the threat we 

have iived with for forty years is waning. The great eventa 

of 1989, while not yet fulfilled, Seem to be irreverSible. 
• 

We must take advantage of these new situations, and boldly 

and imaginatively capitalize on the dividends of peace. Then 

we have to move onwards towards eradicating the military 

confrontation, etablishing equilibria that will do away 

with any possibility that either side might ever attack the 

other, enhancing the transparency and predictability of 

behaviour, and bringing strategic doctrines closer together. 

In this context, the Alliances are the structures that 

Europe needs to shake off the many uncertainties of the 

present. 

Economic cooperat  ion  is also one of the 4.eynotes of the 

new  Helsinki agreement, re-direct.ing our pdlicy choices 

towards .a very Close association between the European 

Commdnity and the EFTA countries and the Eastern European 

,countries, This will eve rise tO an increasingly  more 

homogeneous economic area, albeit with different, degrees of 

integration between the various parties. It will be given a 

major bookt from the draStic cutà in  arms that we  are 

presently negotiating, and from the resources that this will 

release- 

/ . 
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And ào the Ottawa 	conference is of 	fundamental 

importance, and I am sure  that  in the awareness that 1990 

promises to be a year of great hopes, but also of great 

risks, we will find the way to make it an opportunity to 

confirm the former and contain the latter . 

ri”.1 ikm'auce 
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Nr. Chairman: 

Our Meeting here in Ottawa is a part of a process which has 
long been under way. 

Looking back, it is difficult to conceive how this unique  and 
- on the personal level - memorable meeting, might have taken 
place, had it not been for the patient, laborious groundwork laid 
during earlier stages of the CSCE process. I am referring in 
particular to the Stockholm Conference on Disarmament and the 
Vienna Follow-up Meeting last year. 

Listening to the previous statements of our colleagues 
yesterday, ho one could be in doubt, however, that we are on the 
threshold of a qualitatively new beginning. A new World Order is 
gradually taking shape. 

We, who ,are gathered around this table, may consider ourselves 
fortunate in many ways; fortunate in being called upon to 
administer our nations' international relations during this 
historical period of transition: moving from an era of Cold War 
and confrontation and entering a new epoch of understanding, 
conciliation and co-operation among nations, a new epoch that has 
already inspired hopes of a better world for future generations. 
This Idelcome turn of events now offers humanity unprecedented 
opportunities for releasing resources, long absorbed by military 
confrontation., for  more  productive ends. This is a message of hope 
not only for the nations of Europe, East and West, but also for the ge developing nations, for the future relationshiP between North and 
South. 

The task of apportioning credit for this auspicious turn of 
events is one that,I shall, happily leave to future historians. I 
would be amiss, however, if I did not take this opportunity to 
commend, in particular, the courage of the Soviet leadership in 
recognizing that the current flow of events is after all 
irreversible, and for persisting, in face of Herculean 
difficulties,  i  pushing through fundamental restructuring of their 
society from above. 

Al].  this testifies to the primacy of polities in initiating 
fundamental reform. Here no historical inevitability is at work. 
Never shall we forget the resilience and determination of the 
people of Central and Eastern Europe, who are now hopefully 
har./ting  the  fruits of their vigilant resistance to totalitarian 
rule over the last half century. 

Overcoming the division of Europe has always been a part of 
the agenda of the Western Alliance. The attainment of that goal 
does not mean, hoWever, that the Alliance has outlived its 
usefulness. 

Tbad OPerhe 
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The Atlantic Alliance embodies not least the intertwining of 

the  fats  of Europe and North America, in good times and bad. This 
Alliance has served its purpose well in securing its member states' 
peace and freedom, for forty Years.  In the coming years it Will 
serve as our primary vehicle for managing the transition to a new 
peaceful order through, among other things, orderly and negotiated 
disarmament. 

In seeking to establish that goal we must be careful not to 
precipitate sudden shifts in poliey that might inadvertently 
undermine stability and peace in the Europe of tomorrow. 
Assurances now given by the Government of the Federal Republic of 
Germany on the foreign policy orientation of a united .German'y are 
particularly encouraging in that regard. 

The Basic Elements Paper of the NATO Ministerial in December 
lastyear  sets out the unanimous view of the NATO allies as to how 
we envisage the workings of ah Open Skies regime in practice. 

Our guiding principles are: transparency and openness, active 
participation and co-operation, inspection based on national quotas 
and the establishment of agreed procedures. 

The task ahead for our negotiation is to identify and solve 
the problems' associated With establishing that regime. A 

110 
successful regime will contribute to progress in confidence-
building and arms control, through enhanced predictability, mutual 
understanding and the confidence resulting from reciprocal 
openness. This is desireable primarily because, in the words of 
Mr. Skubiszewski, "Openness is a means of democratizing security 
relationships...." 

Iceland fullY supports the proposal to convene a CSCE summit 
this year and we wish to work actively for its success. A 
successful summit however, requires careful preparation and clarity 
as to its intended goals. 

The objectives of the summit should be to revitalize the CSCE 
process. This can be done by holding a focused discussion on the 
changes in Europe and by reaffirming the Helsinki principles. And 
by consolidating the achievements of Vienna with the signing of a 
CFE accord. Furthermore, by incorporating the results of the CSBM 
negotiations and deciding on the next phase of the conventional 
arms control process. 

In considering further steps in the field of conventional arms 
control the Western Alliance is committed to maintaining the 
political cohesion cf the Alliance, no more, no less. The 
principle of the indivisibility of our security must be 
safeguarded. 

• 
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We must avoid the creation of areas Of unequal security. In 
particular, care must be taken that a reduction of the threat to 
the European continent does not result in relatively greater danger 
to stability on the oceans and the flanks. 

This is a vital, if overlooked, element that must be borne in 
mind if the CSCE process is to serve as a framework for the 
promotion of peaceful evolution in Europe. 

It is not least for this teason that my Government has stated 
time and again that the issue of naval CEMs and arms controi must 
be dealt with without further delay in preparation for the next 
phase of the conventional arms control process In Europe. Here is 
indeed our iceberg - a remnant from the Cold War. - that needs to 
be melted. That is a different sort of global warming. 

I conclude by thanking you, Mr. Chairman, for your initiative 
in convening this conference, which, I feel confident, will lay the 
foundation of an Open Skies regime to be concluded in Budapest. 
Your initiative in bringing this about, Mr. Chairman, is in the 
best tradition of Canadian foreign policy and in keeping with the 
role of Canada as a generous host to the seekers of peace, 
prosperity and stability in a troubled world. 

• 
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We are gathered here at  a momentous and promising stage of European 

history. The link between the North American democracies and Europe 

cannot be demonstrated more cle.arly than by holding the Conference here in 

Ottawa, Canada's capital. East and West are increasingly moving towards 

cooperation, Europe j: 	together, the Berlin Wall has fallen. Hun- 

sary was the first country to take the bold decision to open the Iron 

Curtain. The determination of the nations of Europe and of the Germans to 

overcome divisions proved stronger than all artificial barriers. The people 

are demanding their inalienable rights peacefully, circumspectly and with a 

sense of responsibility. 

At Davos on 1 February 1987 I called upon the West to take General Secre-

tary Gorbachov seriously and not let a historic opportunity slip by. Today 

we know that his policies played a decisive part in the fundamental changes 

in Europe. The Germans in East and West realize the significance for otir 

people of General Secretary Gorbachov's remark in Moscow on 11 February 

during our visit that the question of unity of the German nation can only 

be decided by the Germans themselves and that they must themselves 

choose in what political forms, in what periods, at what pace and under 

what conditions they veill realize their Unity. 

We thank all our allies who stood by us during the past, decades ,  in our 

commitment to unity. Unforgotten are the declarations made by President 

Bush and President Mitterrand. As we Germans now follow the path of unity 

for which we waited for decades, we are aware of the historical dimension 

of this process. The. historical dimension includes remembering all the 

suffering inflicted on other nations in the name of Germ.any. May the Ger-

man post-war democracy and the resolute stance of the Germans in the GDR 

for freedom and human rights give  ail  neighbours the reassurance that 

Germans united in freedom and democracy will contribute to a better 

Europe. 1 reaffirm what Thomas Mann said as early as 1952: We seek a 

European Germany, not a German Europe. That is our rejection of the 

power politics of the past; it Is our recollection of the European mission of 

the Germans. 

Pay., omrief 
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Vaclav Havel stated in Warsaw: "It is hard to conceive of a united Europe 
with a divided Germany. Likewise hard to conceive of à a united Germany 
In a divided  Europe."  The firm linkage of our destiny to that of Europe 
imposes great responsibility on us Germans.  Our  geographical position, our 
history and the weight of oür nation increase that responsibility. We seek 
our unification out of responsibility for European peace, and we seek it as 
a contribution to stability in Europe. We seek German  unification  in the 
context of integration in the European Çoramtmity, the CSCE process, 
East-West pEtrtnership fôr stability, the building of the common European 
house and the creation of a peaceful order throughout Europe. 

We tell all our neighbours what we want to unite: the Federal Republic of 
Germany, the German Democratic Repub lic and the whole of Berlin - no 

less, and no more. We do not have territorial claims against  any  of our 
neighbours. I recall the words I addressed to our Polish colleague before 
the plenary of the United Nations on 27 September 1989. 

We respect the rights and responsibilities of the Four Powers with regard to 
the whole of Germany. The ,  negotiations that the two German states will hold, 
with each other on unification will not take place behind the backs of the 
Four Powers.  'We,  the Federal Republic  of  Germany, want the two German 
states to seek their participation and agreement with th.em. 

We want to incorporEtte the unification of Germany in the pan-European 
process. We therefore attach special importance to the 1990 CSCE summit. 
We wish to assure the states represented there that we Germans want 
nothing but to live in peace and freedom with our neighbours. 

1990 will be a year of disarmament, if we want it to be. This depends to a 

decisive extent on the governments gathered here. Let us provide the 
political impetus. Openness and confidence-building are a key to progress 

In  security, arms control and disarmament. An Open Skies agreement will 

enable us to make a major step forward along the road to security through 
comprehensive transparency. Yesterday Foreign Minister Shevardnadze 

indicated new dimensions of such transparency. I thank my colleague, Joe 

PPÉne.: Peprip 
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Clark, for  his country's efforts in translating- the Open Skies initiative into 
practice. When US President Eisenhower first proposed an Open Skies 
regime on 21 July 1955, this was still a revolutionary proposal that many 
did not consider realizable. Today the time is ripe for comprehensive trans-
parency and confidence-building. The Open Skies regime proposed' by 
President Bush on 12 May 1989 maffirms the, determination to proceed from 
confrontation to cociperative security. The CSCE Final Act of Helsinki, the 

Stockholm  Document on Confidence- and Security-Building Measures and the 
INF Treaty are milestones on this road. 

The Open Skies regime opens up a new dimension of confidence-building. 
Countries Which only a few yeEtrs ago viewed each other with distrust want 
to permit members of the other alliance to carry out observation flights over 
their own territory. For the first time the Soviet Union and the United 
States will makÉ their entire territory accessible to such a multilateral 
regime. What progress this is in terms of transparency! And what progress 
it is in cooperation between the countries of the two alliances, which will 
have to .work together closely in performing the observation flights. I am 

convinced that this openness and cooperation will increasingly become the 

natural form of relationship in Europe and North America. 

.Here in Ottawa the network of cooperative ,security is being strengthened 
further. The extent of change can only be appreciated when seen in a 

historical context. In the 20th century mankind has suffered terrible wars, 

millions have lost their lives, immeasurable destruction has been caused and 
untold misery endured. The possibility created by the invention of the 

atomic bomb of destroying all life on Earth prompted the New York Times as 

early  as  1945 to make the prophetic observation that civilization and human-
ity will only be able to survive if there is a revolutiOn of political thinking. 

Now, in the final decade of this century, we are witnessing such a revo-

lution. Is the British historian Arnold Toynbee not right to regard history 

as cycles of challenge and response? The danger of nuclear suicide gave 
rise to creative forces with which the fùture can be mastered and peace 
secured. How political thinking has evolved from Heracleitus's view of war 

'roe • gee!. 
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as the father of all things and Augustine's concept of "bellum justum" to 
Clausewitz's theory of wa.r  as  the "continuation of politics by other means" 
and on to the present-day recognition that war can neither be waged nor 
won! 

The nations are compelling reflection on the values of freedom, human 
rights and democracy. They thus open up the opportunity of fundamentally 
reshaping Europe's future in the last decade of. this century. The basic 
conditions of stability required for this process include above  ail  the elimi-
nation of military confrontation. In Malta the presidents of the United States 
and the Soviet Union agreed that, now the Cold Viler is over its instru-
ments must also be "removed, including the arsenals of weapons that have 
been built up over a period of 40 years. 

At the negotiations on conventional arms control we must create the pre-
conditions for develciping a new security system for the whole of Europe 
based on cooperative structures. These preconditions .  are: 

- 	First, the elimination of the imbalances persisting in the conventional 
sector and further substantial reductions of conventional forces and 
weapons. The forces of basing countries must also be included. We 
realize that this will have far-reaching effects on the strength of the 
Bundeswehr. 

Second, the removal of the capability for launching surprise attacks 
and initiating large-scale  offensive action. We are determined to make 
our contribution to disarmament. 

Third, the restructuring of forces so as to strengthen their defensive 
nature and further reduce offensive capabilities. 

Much of this already determines the ongoing Vienna negotiations on conven-
tional forces. The more extensive goals must be negotiated in Vienna with-
out interruption eter the completion of the first set of negotiations. Other-
wise our efforts towards disarmament and arts  control will fail to keep pace 
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with the political changes. Vienna. I must be followed ‘vithout a break by 
Vienna 

The nations of Europe and North America expect a first conventional disar-
mament agreement to be concluded by the end of this year. Time is press-
ing: The key problems must be resolved befOre the summer. It should be 
possible for the Heads of State or Government to °sign that agreement at a 
summit this autumn. The tracks must now be laid. The talks that we hold 
here in Ottawa - bilaterally, among our allies and among all conference 
participants - afford an excellent opportunity in this respect. All partici-
pants mus/ use this opportunity. 

However, conventional arms control cannot be pursued in isolation. 'We 
therefore attach particular importance to expanding the system of con-
fidence- and security-building measures agreed in Stockholm. We must make 
every effort so that the negotiations on a new set of CSBMs, in which all 
CSCE participants are involved, also produce results by the end of this 
year. 

The open exchange of views between East and West at the recent seminar 
on security concepts and military doctrines within the framework of the 
CSBM negotiations reinforces ,  the tz•anSition from confrontation to cooperation 
in Europe. The political, changes cannot fail to have an impact on military 
doctrines and strategies. Military doctrines and strategies must exclusively 
serve the political goal of preventing war. 

As soon as the implementation of a CFE agreement has started, negotiations 
must be commenced on the, reduction of short-range nuclear missiles. Nucle-
ar artillery must not be excluded from disarmament either. 

The objective pursued by the United States and the Soviet Union of con-
cluding by the end of this year an agreement halving their strategic nucle-
ar arsenals also serves the security interests of the Europeans. We welcome 
the substantive progress made at the recent meeting of the foreign minis-
ters in Moscow. 

416. 
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•  This year we also have the opportunity to achieve a global ban on chemical 
weapons. These dreadful weapons of mass destruction must no longer have 

a place in our world. The risk of chemical weapons spreading to Third 
World countries can now only be averted by a global ban. 

On the road to cooperative stability in Europe, the Atlantic Alliance and the 
Warsaw Treaty Organization have a special political steering function to 
perform. The two alliances are in the process of overcoming their antago-
nism and arriving at cooperation. Once their members achieve increasing 
cooperation, the alliances cannot and must not remain locked in confronta-
tion. Our goal must be to attain security not through confrontation, but 
through collaboration. 

The alliances are acquiring new political functions P.Tith regard to confide-

nce-building, dialogue and cooperation. They must help to form an East-
West partnership for stability.  They  must become elements of new coopera-
tive security structures, by which they will be increasingly overarched and 

into which they can ultimately be absorbed. 

The change in Europe derives its strength from the substance of Europe, of 
the whole of Europe: its identity and its cultural unity. This is the yearn-

ing for an order that guarantees human dignity, human rights and social 

justice as well as the right of nations  to  self-determination. This European 

identity  re ts  on the common history and on the awareness of the common 
responsibility for our continent's future. The United States of Americ.a and 

Canada, whose roots lie in this identity, share this common responsibility 
with the European nations. The aim of European politics must be to make 
this cultural unity also acquire political substance in the form of a peaceful 
European order reaching from the Atlantic to the Urals. 

The basic conditions for this goal have never been more favourable than 
now. The dimensions of historic significance opened up for us by the 

Helsinki Final Act are becoming increasingly evident. The fundamental 

decision taken at Helsinki in favour of human rights and self-determination 

was the jprerequisite and stimulus for the reform forces that brought about 
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radical change in Central and Eastern Europe. The CSCE process is now 
the most important instrument for controlling and .consolidating this political 
momentum. It also continues to be the framework of the new partnership for 
stability that we seek for the whole of Europe. 

The CSCE summit, at which the Vienna agreements can be signed, wW take 
place this year. This recognition ha.s gained acceptance everywhere. We 
Enlist T1OW make thorough preparetions for the summit; its preparations do 
not brook delEiy. This summit should not replace 'the 1992 CSCE summit 
meeting, but it takes account of the recognition that it is necessary to act 
now. The CSCE summit faces great tasks; it opens up great opportunities. 

1. The solemn reaffirmation of the principles embodied in the Helsinki 
Final Act can create .new confidence. 

2. The summit can -provide orientation for common pan-European struc- 
tures, not least in the field of security. It must make visible the 
,architecture of the peaceful European order, of the common European 
house, 

3. The CFE and CSBM negotiations must be continued with a view to 
forging cooperative security structures in Europe. 

,4. Pan-European Institutions must be established tà foster the coalescence 

of Europe within the CSCE framework. 

Conceivable European institutions are ah institution  to coordinate East-West 
economic cooperation, a pan-E'uropean institution for the protection of 
human rights, a European environmental agency and European centres for 
conflict management and for verification. The CSCE process must be per-
petuated and deepened. The establishment of a council of foreign ministers 
of the CSCE countries, meeting at regular intervals, can contribute to 
stability ,and confidence-building. We should also examine the opportunities 



that rnay be inherent in the proposal made by Prime Minister Mazowlecki of 

Poland for a European Council of Cooperation,. 

We Europe.ans bear responsibility for the world. The global challenges of 

protecting the common sources of life, developing the Third World and 

safeguarding peace vtrorldIvide are growing. A Europe that is "whole and 

free", as President Bush put it, will possess grreater strength for meeting 

those challenges. There is an increasing awareness worldwide that humani-

ty's future can now only be safeguarded and shaped through common re- 

sporisibility and coramon action. 

1990 must be a year of cooperation, disarmament and European unification. 

The last decade of this century, which has caused so much war and suffer-

ing for the peoples of Europe, must bring about the transition to a just and 

lasting peaceful order on our continent. East and West have the unique 

opportunity of reaching that goal. We have the hi one  duty to seize that 

opportunity with all  Our  energy. History does not repeat -  its offers. 

• 

• 
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• Mr. CHAIRMAN, 

DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES, 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:, 

I WOULD LIKE FIRST OF ALL TO EXPRESS OUR APPRE-

CIATION TO THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA FOR HOSTING THIS FIRST STAGE 

OF THE OPEN SKIES CONFERENCE. OUR SPECIAL THANKS GO TO THE SECRE4- 

TARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, Mr. JOE CLARK, FOR HIS INITIA-

TIVE OFFERED US ALL THE CHANCE TO PARTICIPATE IN A MINISTERIAL 

MEETING OF THE GROUP OF 23. THIS MEETING, THE FIRST OF ITS KIND, 

MAY, PERHAPS, ACQUIRE UNIQUE SIGNIFICANCE BECAUSE OF THE MOMENT 

IN HISTORY WHEN IT IS BEING HELD. 

FOR WHAT WE ARE NOW WITNESSING IN EUROPE IS THE 

RAPID DISINTEGRATION OF THE POST WAR INTERNATIONAL ORDER BASED ON 

BIPOLARITY AND DIVISION, ON IDEOLOGICAL, POLITICAL AND MILITARY 

CONFRONTATION. A DECISIVE FACTOR IN THIS PROCESS HAS BEEN THE 

DRAMATIC MOVEMENT TOWARDS DEMOCRACY, WHICH EMERGED IN THE EAST 

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, GIVEN IMPETUS BY THE WINDS OF GORBACHEV'S 

PERESTROIKA. 

th 
•INE THE 10--OF NOVEMBER. OF LAST YEAR BULGARIA 

HAS PROUDLY AND RESOLUTELY JOINED IN THIS MOVEMENT. THE GOAL IS 

THE PEACEFUL AND ORDERLY TRANSITION - FROM A BUREAUCRATIC, MONOPO-

LISTIC AND OPPRESSIVE AUTHORITARIAN rEp,ImE TO A MULTIPARTY DEMOC-

RATIC PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM,  BASE D ON THE 'RULE OF LAW AND  RESPECT 

FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND ENTRENCHED IN A PLURALISTIC, MARKET-ORIENTED 

ECONOMY. DESPITE PHILOSOPHICAL ,AND POLITICAL DIFFERENCES, THESE 

R e lenxime 
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OBJECTIVES  ARE  SHARED. BOTH BY THE GOVERNING PARTY AND BY THE 

NEWLY EMERGED PARTIES AND ORGANIZATIONS OF THE OPPOSITION. IN 

ORDER. TO TRANSLATE THIS BROAD CONSENSUS INTO NEW LEGISLATION 

AND INTO PRACTICAL POLICIES; wHTIcg WOULD 'ENJOY THE WIDEST POSSIBLE 

POPULAR SUPPORT, A-NATIONAL ROUND TABLE HAS BEEMSET UP AND IS 

HOLDING REGULAR SESSIONS  WITH  A, VIEW TO PREPARING pÉNIIINELy FREE, 

OPEN AND COMPETITIVE GENERAL ELECTIONS. 

THESE'RADICAL INTERNAL CHANGES ARE NATURALLY REFLEC 

TED IN BULGARIA'S FOREIGN POLICY,WHERE PRIORITIES, BASED ON  THE  

NATIONAL INTEREST AND UNIVERSAL yALus, ARE REDEFINED ON A DEMO 

CRATIC BASIS. 

BULGARIA IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF EUROPE, OF. ITS 

HISTORICAL HERITAGE, OF EUROPEAN MORAL, POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND 
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CULTURAL VALUES ATIA TIME WHEN EXISTING ALLIANCE STRUCTURES AND 

CAPABILITIES .ARE ?UT IN DOUBT, WE ARE DETERMINED TO FIND A PROPER 

PLACE  FOR  OUR COUNTRY IN THE NEWLYEMERGING ALL....EUROPEAN SOLUTIONS. 

THAT IS WHY WE WELCOME AND SUPPORT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW AND 

COMPREHENSIVE EFFECTIVE SYSTEM OF SECURITY AND COO?ERATION IN 

EUROPE/  LASED, TO  AN  EVER GROWING EXTENT, ON DISARMAMENT,  CONFI-

DENCE  BUILDING,  POLI TICAL  GUARANTEES AND THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF 

ECONOMIC INTERESTS IT IS PRECISELY FOR THIS REASON •  AND WITH 

THESE HOPES  IN  MIND THAT WE WELCOME THE IDEA OF HOLDING A SUMMIT 

CONFERENCE OF THE 35 CSCE MEMBER COUNTRIES ', PRECEDED BY A PREPARA 

TORY MEETING OF MINISTBRS. WE BELIEVE THAT"JOINT PREPARATORY WORK 

SHOULD START IN THE NEAREST FUTURE FOR THE CONVENING OF THIS 

SUMMIT A$ EARLY AS POSSIBLE DURING THE AUTUMN OF THIS YEAR. 
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• BULGARIA IS ALSO IN FAVOUR OF SPARING NO EFFORT 

SO THAT DURING THE CSCE SUMMIT THIS FALL, A TREATY ON CONVENTIO-

NAL ARMED FORCES AND ARMS REDUCTIONS BEIWEENWARSAW TREATY AND NATO 

MEMBER COUNTRIES COUD BE SIGNED, AS WELL AS NEW AGREEMENTS BE 

REACHED ON CONFIDENCE AND SECURITY BUILDING MEASURES AMONG ALL 35 

PARTICIPATING GOVERNMENTS: 

Mr. CHAIRMAN, 

DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES, 

LET ME REMIND YOU OF THE FACT THAT BULGARIA BELONGS 

TO,A PART OF EUROPE WITH A  TURBULENT  FAST -AND COMPLEX HISTORICAL 

HERITAGE. MOREOVER, IT IS ONE OF THE FRONTLINE STATES IN THE  

SOUTHERN FLANK OF EUROPE, WHERE PRONOUNCED MILITARY ,  ASSYMETRIES 

EXIST. IN THE CONTEXT OF ON-GOING DYNAMIC AND RADICAL DEMOCRATIC 

REFORMS IN MY COUNTRY, WHICH -LEAD TO A GROWING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF 

Alb CONCERN FOR SECURITY MATTERS, THERE EMERGES A STRONG CONSENSUS 

ON THE NEED TO COMPLY WITH AND TO STRICTLY OBSERVE THE PRINCIPLE 

OF INDIVISIBILITY OF PEACE, STABILITY AND SECURITY IN EUROPE AS A 

WHOLE AND AGAINST ANY SOLUTION WHICH- WILLINGLY OR BY SHEER NEGLECT 

WOULD ESTABLISH ZONES WITH UNEQUAL DEGREE OF SECURITY. THAT IS WH'Y i 

 WHILE- WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORTING MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS FOR 

CENTRAL EUROPE IN CFE NEGOTIATIONS AND IN THE POSSIBLE AGREEMENT 

TO BE- CONCLUDED BEIWEIN THE al COUNTRIES, WE SHALL INSIST ON SIMILAJ 

1QUITABLE ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE SOUTHERN FLANK AREA-, CONSONANT WITH 

THAT PROVISION IN THE MANDATE OF THE VIENNA TALKS WHICH STIPULATES 

-
QUITE EQUAL SECURITY... FOR  eERY ÎNDIVIDUAL COUNTRY AT ALL  STAGES  

OF THE REDUCTIONS P . IN TERMS OF SECURITY AND STABILITY, EACH: AND 



EVERY COUNTRY IN EUROPE SHOULD ENJOY EQUAL BENEFITS, WHETHER IT 

IS IN THE CENTRE OR ON THE PERIPHERY OF THE CONTINENT. THIS SHOULD 

BE THE GUIDING PRINCIPLE IN DISCUSSING AND SETTLING  SUC H.  MATTERS 

AS REGIONAL DIVISIONS,  REGIONAL SUBCEILINGS, THE POSSfBILITIES FOR 

REDEPLOYMENT OR REGIONAL REASONABLE SUFFICIENCY RULES.OUR SPECIFIC 

POSITION ON THIS MATTER WILL BE SHORTLY PRESENTED BY BULGARIA'S 

DELEGATION IN VIENNA. ONE OF THESE WOULD BE A PROVISION THAT NO 

SINGLE STATE SHOULD DOMINATE MILITARILY IN SOUTH EAST EUROPE, 

NAMELY, THAT NO STATE SHOULD POSSESS IN THIS REGION TROOPS AND 

ARMAMENTS ABOVE A CERTAIN PERCENTAGE /  I. E.  30 PER CENT OF ALL THE 

FORCES/ WHICH IS ENOUGH FOR REGIONAL REASONABLE SUFFICIENCY. 

Mr. CHAIRMAN, 

ONE OF THE FACETS OF DEMOCRACY IS THE GENUINE 

OPENNESS OF SOCIETY. IT IS OBVIOUS, THEREFORE, WHY CONDITIONS FOR 

ESTABLISHING AN -OPEN SKIES -  REGIME NOWADAYS ARE MORE FAVOURABLE 

THAN EVER. 

THE BULGARIAN GOVERNMENT THEREFORE WHOLEHEARTEDLY 

SUPPORTS AND IS WILLING TO CONTRIBUTE TO A.CONSTRUCTIVE.DISCUSSION 

AND REALIZATION OF THE -OPEN SKIES -  INITIATIVE OF TUE PRESIDENT 

OF THE  USA-. OUR SPECIFIC POSITION IS HOWEVER MOTIVATED BY THE 

FOLLOWING CONSIDERATIONS: 

ONE: BULGARIA STANDS FOR FULL RESPECT OF THE 

PRINCIPLES OF EQUALITY IN THE OBSERVATION PROCESS, IN ORDER THAT 

ALL PARTIES l'O THE AGREEMENT BE PLACED ON THE SAME FOOTING, 

REGARDLESS OF THEIR ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL POTEN-

TIAL. GIVEN THE PRESENT REALITIES AND UNEQUALITIES IN THESE AREASi 
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IT IS ONLY THE USE OF THE SE  SENSORS, OF AN INTERNATIONAL POOL 

OF AIRCRAFT, COMMON FOR ALL, AND OF JOINT DATA PROCESSING FACILI-

TIES THAT COULD ENSURE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THAT OBJECTIVE. THIS IS 

ESPECIALLY TRUE, OF THE SITUATION OF SMALLER AND LESS DEVELOPED 

COUNTRIES AMONG WHICH BULGARIA BELONGS. 

TWO: WE ATTACH GREAT SIGNIFICANCE TO THE'FINANCIAL 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE REGIME. IN OUR VIEW THE PURCHASE OF AIRCRAFT 

FOR THE JOINT INTERNATIONAL POOL AND OF JOINT EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE 

FUNDED THROUGH SHARE CONTRIBUTIONS OF PARTICIPATING STATES SIMILAR 

TO THOSE APPLIED TO FUNDING THE PRESENT CONFERENCE. 

THREE: THE AGREEMENT SHOULD BE OPEN TO ACCESSION 

BY ALL OTHER CSCE PARTICIPATING STATES, 'AS WELL AS TO THE OTHER 

COUNTRIES THAT MIGHT WISH TO JOIN. 

FOUR: OPENNESS AND CONFIDENCE ARE INDIVISIBLE. 

THE - OPEN SKIES -  NEGOTIATIONS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED UP BY TALKS ON 

- OPEN LANDS - , - OPEN SEAS -  AND - OPEN SPACE -  TALKS. 

WE BELIEVE THAT THE NEGOTIATIONS SHOULD BE CONDUC-

TED IN A DYNAMIC AND CONSTRUCTIVE  SPIRIT, SO AS, THROUGH THE 

EFFORTS AND THÉ POLITICAL WILL OF ALL OF US, TO ACHIEVE POSITIVE 

INITIAL RESULTS HERE, IN OTTAWA, WITH A VIEW TO FINALIZING THE 

AGREEMENTS IN BUDAPEST IN THE SPRING OF THIS YEAR. 

THANK Yop, Mr. CHAIRMAN. 

retomi Imam: 
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The Danish Delegation 

1110 	 February 12, 1990 

OPENING STATEMENT 

Mr. Chairman, 

On behalf of the Danish government I express our gratitude to the 

government of Canada for the warm welcome and hospitality with 

which we have been received here in Ottawa. 

thank the Canadian government for its offer to host this 

conference on Open Skies. We highly appreciate the hard work that 

our hosts have done in order to ensure that this conference gets 

off to a good start. 

Mr. Chairman, 

We are meeting at a time cie tremendous opportUnities. Relations 

between test and West are now better and .more productive than at 

any -time since World War II. Developments in the Soviet  Union and 

in Central and Eastern Europe have contributed greatly in this 

regard .  

Denmark welcomes this new relationship of cooperation. We urge 

that all of us seize the moment to lay the foundations of lasting 

peace. 

1-1.“•no•ii 
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Progress is being made within all fields of the CSCE-process. The 

process has been given new life. Apart from progress in the 

security field, I would like to mention economic cooperation and 

the human dimension of the process both of which will be the 

subject of important meetings this spring and summer in Bonn and 

Copenhagen respectively. 

A number of proposals have been made in recent months for the 

strengthening of cooperation structures in EuroPe. It is a cOmmon 

feature in all of them that the ÇSCE-process is acoordee a 

prominent role. There is a neeci for an urgent examination of all 

new  proposais.  

The political structures which we have built  in, Europe  since the 

Second World War must be seen in a new light following the dramatic 

developments in Central and Eastern EUropé. The internal political 

structures in several states are under strain? The need for 

strengthening international_cooperation is Plain for all to see. 

We are, therefore, very satisfied that the Soviet• plans for a CSCE • 

summit meeting have met with broad support from all sides. We nOw 

need to get on with the preparations. Thorough preparations are 

needed for such an ambitious conference to succeed'with such short 

notice. 
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Not disregarding the cOmplek tedhn1cal, PrOblems, we must keeP UP 

the momentum at the negotiations in order that they may reach a 

first stage agreement as soon as possible. The opportunities for 

Lasting progress have never been brighter. 

Important political impulses  to the negotiations should be given 

and are, in fact, being given. We welcomed from the outset 

Prebident BushiS proposal concerning stationed troops. Also in the 

necessary task of establishing agreed definitions on all categories 

of weapons and equipment covered by the negotiations, new 

 constructive proposals have been presented. This, inter aiia, 

applies to combat aircraft. 

We hope that these expressions of strong politidal will to bring 

CF E I to a speedy conclusion will be met with an equally 

constructive attitude. 

Mr. Chairman, 

Almost 35 years ago, in 1955, President Eisenhower tabled 

proposal to establish an Open Skies regime. Already at that time, 

the Danish government welcomed  •the Proposal and declared itsel f . 

ready,  to let such a regime encompass Danish territory, including 

Greenland. 

ql, 
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35 years later, the positive View which was expressed then is still 

valid. When President Bush in May last year took the initiative 

to re-launch the proposal on Open Skies and to expand its scope, 

the Danish government immediately stated that it regarded the 

proposal as a very positive contribution to greater openness and 

confidence between East and West. 

Indeed, an Open Skies regime Could not only help uS achieve a 

larger degràe of 'transparency as far as military activities are 

concerned. It ,  could also serve .as a tool in a verification 

context. 

gl, 	
Open Skies will allow for virtually unrestricted aerial observation 

of the territories of North America, Europe and the Soviet Union. 

Thus, it will establish openness in a very concrete way, but on a 

very broad scale. 

We must meet the challenges of the present. And turn them into 

results for the future. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Colleagues: 

I believe this past day and a half have marked an important 
beginning in the construction of a new framewOrk for political and 
security relations among  Our  countries. 

This has been a unique occasion. 

It ie the first time that the Foreign Ministers of our 
countries have gathered together since the dawning of the new age 
of democracy and freedom in Eastern Europe. 

W. 	meeting not  as  old adVersaries, knit as new Partners in 
a new task, the  tas of building a durable peaèe in Europe; 

We also have a new type of challenge before us. 	That 
challenge is not so much to initiate change, it is to channel it, 
to ensure that it remains permanent and stabilizing in its 
consequences. 

In effect, the challenge before us as Ministers is to keep up 
with change. 

In breaking new ground, I detect much common ground. 

That common ground goes leyond specifics. It also relates to 
a shared  sen se  of ,pùrpose and mission. 

AlloW,IWB, as Chairman, the lukury of summarizing what I see 
as the common elements of this Shared purpose, 

first, i think that all of us accept that we have entered a 
new era in relations between East and West. It is an era where the 
terms East and West are themselves beginning tte lose. Meaning. 

Second, I detect a consensus that we must act qUidkly. We must 
adt eickly to consolidate the gains-which have  been  made thus far 
and to ensure that future change proceeds in a way which enhances 
our common seçurity rather than detracting from it, 

Third, I believe there is agreement that there is an over-
riding reqUirement to be.guided by the dual goals of stability and 

-predictability. 

We  must  act in such a way as to smooth the bUMps on the road 
ahead and to maximize the predictability of change. 

Fourth, I also detect a shared belief that a guiding principle 
of our future security framework should be the reduction . of 
military forces to the lowest  possible  level consistent with 
national-security requirements. 
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Fifth, I believe there is agreement that we must broaden the 
definition of security - and act upon that definition. That 
broadened definition of security relates to confidence building, 
vérification and the legitimization of borders and frontiers. 

SiXth, I believe we  ail  share the view that a new fràmework 
for relations in Europe requires the continued clear involveMent 
of North America in the various councils of the continent. 

Those are broad issues where I, as Chairman, see little, if 
any difference between the 23 Ministers sitting around this table. 
That in itself is, grounds for optimism. 

There also seems to be a measure agreement on specific 
negotiations or  institutions  which have been the focus of our 
discussions so far. 

There is a strong consensus among us regarding the 
desirability of Open Skies. An Open skies agreement will solidify 
the gains in mutual confidence we have already achieved, and allow 
us to move forward to a new era of confidence-building. 

Open Skies will allow eech country represented here to see 
that no one of us is carrying on military activities threatening 
to the security of the others. It will assist in the verification 
of future arms control agreements. And it will help to create the 
climate that encourages signature of those agreements. 

Most important, we are agreed in our expressed readiness to 
corné to an early agreement that we can sign at Budapest in May. 

How do we put our political will into practice? What sort of 
aircraft will be used? How many flights will each country be 
allowed? What are the operational details of an Open Skies regime? 

Questions such as these are sometimes called technical 
questions. We should not let the label mislead us into thinking 
that they are somehow simple questions, with ready solutions, or 
that political considerations do not intrude on them. Rather, we 
should regard them as the challenges they are. We should be 
prepared to work diligently to come Up with sblutions. And, 
should we reach a point where agreement seems difficult, I would 
urge us to look back on what we have said here, to bear in mind 
our shared purpose, and to reaffirm our determination to move 
forward. 

I pledge-the full support of the Canadian delegation in this 
endeavour. Canadas Unflegging support for Open Skies is well-
known to all of  you  It stems from our strong interest in 
verification  and  from our commitment to East-West confidence-
building. 

nmlefref.2 
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I believe it is fair to'say that the approach of all of us to 
Open Skies is based on four criteria: 

- simplicity 

- cost-effectiveness 

- flexibility. 

- equity 

The Open Skies concept is, by its very nature, a simple  one. 
In building a structure to embody this concept we should not look 
for complexity where none need exist. We should keep restrictions 
to a minimum. We should ensure-that openness means openness. We 
should create a, regime that, in principle, is subject to no 
limitations save those imposed by flight safety considerations and 
rules of international law. 

Open Skies should be cost effective.  Open Skies need not be 
expensive. The technology exists and is well within the reach of 
all participants. Cost effectiveness also means we should avoid 
unnecessary bureaucracy: 

Ipie should construct a regime which is as flexible  as possible 
in meeting the varying needs and requirements of the signatory 
States. 

geuity  allows all participants to benefit from the regime. No 
doubt there are differences as to what equity means and how it can 
be achieved. 

NATO countries have put forward their conception of Open Skies 
in the basic elements paper. We have heard now from the various 
WTO foreign ministers. Mr. Shevardnadze has introduced the notion 
of equality which I take to mean equitable access to benefits. This 
is a concern we need to take seriously. In general, there appears 
to be a fair amount of common ground in our approaches. It is our 
task, as ministers, to identify that common ground in a communique, 
so that this negotiation will advance quicklY, so that Open Skies 
can become a functioning element of East-West confidence-building 
as soon as possible. 

I am greatly encouraged by the pace with which •events have 
progressed so far. It has been less than a year since President 
Bush re-launched Open Skies in his speech in Texas, yet here we 
are ready to commence detailed negotiatiâns on a treaty text with 
the evident desire to sign an agreement a few months hence. Those 
of you familiar with the history of arms control negotiations will 
see this a record. 

I am encouraged also by the rapidity with which Canada's trial 
'rk.1 *mere 
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overflight of Hungary was put into play. I want to emphasize the 
outstanding cooperation we received from our Hungarian and Czech 
colleagueS in conducting the trial. The results of our joint 
eXperiment were discussed in detail at the Budapest preparatory 
meeting for this conference. I believe this has cleared awaY a lot 
of the technical questions that might otherwise hamper this 
negotiation. This test of the nuts and bolts of Open Skies 
demonstrated that if our will to cooperate remains strong, the 
concept can be made to work. 

As we go into our closed session, I believe it is useful to 
outline the key issues with which we will be dealing: 

- whether aircraft will be nationally or collectively 
operated; 

- determining the types of sensors to be allowed onboard Open 
Skies aircraft; 

- deterMining the nueber, or quota, of overflights each 
Participating state Will be obliged to receive or Permitted to 
carry  out  I believe a compromise can readily be found on this 
issue using a formula that takes into account' at its:basis, the 
realities of geography, geographic , size and population. 

- determining the structure and language of an Open Skies 
treaty text. 

In an effort to expedite the negotiation, Canada, in 
conjunction with its allies, has prepared a draft treaty text that 
we hope can serve as the basis of discussions over the next two 
weeks. 

Let us move as far as we can towards agreement in Ottawa, so 
we can reconvene in the spring in Budapest to sign a final treaty 
text. 

Let us make Open Skies our first_ step onto the uncharted 
ground' of our future security in Europe. We  face an enormous 
challenge, but also unprecedented opportunity. By putting our 
political Will into practice we,.together, can make the term "East-
West" synônymous not with confrontation and rivalry, as it been for 
thé last forty years, but with .good will  and cooperation. 

We have also sppken today  and  yesterday about the Negotiation 
on ConVentional Armed Forces in Europe and about the Conferende on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe. Some have spoken about the 
reunification of Germany, which wean acknowledge as 'a matter for 
the German people to pursue, and which we welcome, cônfident that 
those aspects that are of interest tb other's will be discussed in 
the appropriate forums-. 

N.!. Rene-fin 
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5 • The CFE• negotiations are tremendously 'important. We are all 
greatly encouraged bY what we have heard from President Bush and 
General Secretary Gorbachev in these past days about the reduction 
of troops in Europe. All speakers believe that we have the basis 
for proceeding rapidly to the conclusion of a CFE agreement. Let 
us do so in time for signature of a treaty at a CSCE summit meeting 
this year. Then  let us  move towardd further measures to increase 
conventional stability-. 

We are all agreed that there should be a summit level meeting 
of the CSCE in 1990. The potential of the CSCE is enormous. Mr. 
Ddenstbier sppke of the CSCE as a comprehensive framework for 
pluralism. It is the one body that has, in its  composition and 
mandate, the ability to 'act as a framework for the construction of 
a new peace and prosperity in Europe. 

How should we  prépare  for a summit? Some have suggested that 
we should do it at Copenhagen in June, or at the second Open Skies 
meeting, this spring in Budapest, or at a separate meeting of 
fereign ministers. These are questions to be decided. It is clear 
that a preparatory meeting will be needed involving not just the 
23 nations represented here, but all 35 countries of the CSCE. But 
we need to discuss here what we believe should be the purpose of 
the summit itself, beyond signing a CFE Agreement. Is it to create 

410 the political setting for the 1992 follow-up meeting? Or will it 
also have a broader agenda setting in motion a process of 
activities that range through economic, social, environmental and 
humanitarian co-operation, as well as security affairs? 

Today we are all politicians, in the best sense of that word. 
We are responsible to our publics for our actions. We must, 
therefore', be sensitive to those  resonsibilities on the part of 
others. We must be mindful constantly of the need to keep our 
efforts co-ordinated so that change is not purchased at the price 
of stability. - 

Under normal circumstances this would be a recipe for 
slowness. But we cannot afford delay. We must be present, at the 
political level, during all 'phases of this process, to ensure 
success which is quick and sure. 

As we pursue our discussions today, in closed session, I am 
confident we will continue to apply the same openness to each other 
and to new.ideas as is embodied in the concept of Open Skies 
itself. 
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HELLENIC REPUBLIC 

THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Mr. Chairman, 

On behalf of my Government I would like to extend our warmest thanks to 

the Canadian Government for their initiative to host the °Open Skies" 

Conference in the beautiful city of Ottawa and our congratulations for the 

excellent organization of this meeting. 

Greece strongly supports the °Open Skies° initiative and has Welcome it 

from the outset.  This initiative comes at a moment when historic political 

evolutions in Eastern and Central Europe are giving a whole  new  meaning to 

the basic concepts of international relations. These relations are 

increasingly being governed by the concepts of openness,  confidence building, 

cooperation and the rule of international law. The conclusion of an °Open  

Skies" will contribute ,substantially to the attainment of these goals. It 

will provide a far greater degree of openness to the military activities of 

the.two alliances than existed up to now. It will serve as another forum of 

fruitful cooperation in the new world architecture of peace and dialogue. By 

permitting the umrestricted aerial surveillance of the  territoriei of  the  

participating  States, it will greatly enhance the degree of confidence in the 

alliances' mutual relations. Confidence will replace mistrust and cooperation 

will supplant confrontation. 

• The conference on °Open  Skies' is thus 'placed in the direct line of a 

Much broader process tending to transform the territories of North America, 

Europe and parts of Asia into a vast zone of cooperation and mutual trust. 

This process hae its roots in the conference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe which has played e major rol e. in creating an advanced stage of 

•
cooperation among the participating states and whiCh can provide the 

framework for even higher form of collaboration between these countries. For 
figal n Radii 



this reason, my Governnient, would warmly Welcome the participation of all the 

CSCE countries to the °Open  Skies! initiative. 

So, we wish to express our satisfaction over the invitation extended to 

the Neutral-Non Aligned countries t9 attend this conference as observers we 

trust that this development is a further positive contribution to reaching 

the aims sought by this meeting in conne.ction with . the expediency of an ever 

increasing need for building confidence amongst all European nations. 

Mr. Chairman, 

The other very important aspect of the ongoing process for the 

transformation Of our continent are the negotiations on the Conventional 

forces in Europe. Greece is fully aware of the historical significance of 

these talks. Because they aim at the overcoming of the ideological and 

lie political confrontation between States and groups- of States in our continent. 

This goal, which a short time ago seemed at the most a far-way dream is now 

within our reach. My Government shares  •the objective of all participating 

countries to reach--as was clearly stated last night--before the end of the 

current year, a concrete and substantial agreement on the reduction and 

limitation of conventional armed forces in Europe. Such an agreement will 

open a new era in the hiStory of arms control. It will achieve this goal by 

providing full and equal security to all participating states. Greece, as a 

small country must 'also insist on the obvious fact that no country, however 

small, should see her security diminished es a result of the treatY- 1 h 
today's rapidly changing environment, the security of Europe does not depend 

only on the balance of forces between the two alliances. It increasingly 

depends on maintaining regional equilibrium. The reduction of conventional 

forces in Europe, welcome as it Is, should not be allowed to upset such 

regional balances. Because the result could be increased instability in the 

region concerned and, ultimately, in the whole of Europe. 

teak "reel-team 
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Mr. Chairman, 

While reviewing the negotiations on the Conventional Forces in Europe, 

one is struck by the extent of the results achieved so far. It is remarkable 

that negotiations of so great importance and complexity, conducted between 23 

sovereign states, have progressed so rapidly. However, there is still much to 

be done. Therefore, Greece is fully convinced of the need to give a strong 

political impulse to these negotiations. Our meeting here is designed to give 

them precisely such an impact. For the same reason we, support the idea of 

convening a ministerial meeting of the 23 participating countries, during 

this spring in Vienna. 

Finally,  I would like to point out that the agreement to be signed this 

year will only be the link in a long process which will aim at the balance of 

forces at much lower levels. These new negotiations should begin immediately 

after the first .accord is concluded. 

Monsieur le Président avant de conclure je voudrais vous assurer de la 

ferme volonté de la Grèce de souscrire à tout effort qui contribuerait à la 

consolidation d'une nouvelle ère aux relations internationales, une ère qui 

se veut etre celle de la transparence et par là, du Droit et de la Paix. 

En guise de conclusion, permettez moi Monsieur le Président, de 

reiterer de la part du Gouvernement Hellénique et de moi-meme, nos r7 

remerciements les plus chalereux envers le Gouvernement du Canada ainsi qu'à -- 

vous personnellement de votre généreuse hospitalité et de cette organisation 

exemplaire. 

1 thank  •you Mr. Chaieman. 

ebee dboleimi 
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POMEIOE ÉRCRRIdir 

It'dne teseÉawer ,rhasy  24  houre since I net sons of you • 

ywetérdày,  I 4,,e a, long  meting yestardey afternoonet note tan 

aa hoût With Et aseseldneAme.  I  have mw net met of the Beet 

Euriyulam - FctreSeeLatzenters, in feet I think al  of thoo, oo  I  *eels 

to have leen meartinuceià dintesSion thi'vegh this time ofth 

Secretareler Cue!. Dams and Barr Genscher, And  tors  have 

'bean a !meas. ufgdaVolopnents whiCh iron our pent Of *Low  ors  ver,' 

Immative, 

da the qtaskimtizza  of  nanpuver.meiliaga, ymu ntll hava , read 

what the Prosiedani elf the patted Steto0. 0a44 YeeterdaYé thole he 16  

bolduetm  b1 p'1 cl 225,00 'S trqops tn Bumps as a albs», 

1,06;00#0 - in•tha:euneal sector. that oqineides with the vtew which 

1 expressed to lbsemetaty leahar 
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MUM SSCEETUI (COST): 

Ont Garage, Ohich has really taken up. 1 think meat of the 

!mirk ietio last  24 imam, after a lot of sure me arequite close , 

 tsan agreement on. procodere, tin agreement on meetings of the tua 

 Germanys amd tha foumatemrs to die-Cuss th  ese natter° Uhich eel 
naturally mithin the scope at such a meeting. This stri,:bee ea es 

an admirable and common sense,prosedûre. 

If agreedi and ma are maitisg for the fteniserseseht  of 

 Pesouw, it will provide what the British Generals:mat  ha  s 1010 

pressed far, mosely a - framenorh for such disobaSions. And 

welcome thé eaplands mhich Vest Garman leaders and Barr GS-umber 

egale in hiesposch_taday put on thin rights of the four pavers. 

Ea mill play a ful l  axe epartatic fart its that procedure, 11 

it Is set up, and min it It In any may as holding.up self-

diterminatiam. ealf-daternination iv  a matter  for  the Gorenn 

peeple, far the peoples whelive is the Pederai nepublic and the 

Gle. That principle has never been in question aad the rightesf 

the four-immure oculd,not he emaroisedto hold It up  bat simply te 

nabs- sumo 0S hast ae con,  that that prooess, if that is mhat the 

German-  people:Mant, ;f its banaegiaely and clearly into a .pettorn Of 

Europein:security ubich  Le  acceptable to evarybadjr. 

That Undo ye into substaace 	tbink there is a sestal 

might of ideal:on Jet-sing against tha ceocept of a uaitod, metre 

Eernmey. That 16  eery Loportent. Tho GOviet attitude ta still 

evolving and-different sonmeotgaaremodo by different Soviet 

Spokesmen, sea can sake no conplaint about that, but It is iou 

clear that â number al East European states - notably Poland oad  
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FORSIG9 EXFRETARY MORT): 

Hungary - are against  the  concept of a malted: metro/ Germany. 

Our positim, the Dritial pemitiee, I made 'clear in Roan_ 

exactly a met ago. We believe that if there. is a united Germany 

it should be a,namher of ViTO. Ve telievethat arrangements need 

to be,amde to  recouche  that wfth the legitimate security itterests -

of  the Soviet  Union and of Poland. And ue believethat fu the work 

which will be• ancesaary on that, that wortshould include studying -

restrictions on the stationing of Mt troupe within what is now 

the GDR, the territery ef:the GDR. 

Re alee believe that it Le very important that there ehould 

be a clear and binding benultnent to respect the Frame borders of 

'Pelee. It ums a peint,discussed by the PoliSh Prime Sinister ulth 

Urs Thatcher yesterday ln Landon  and  bY the FoliGh Forei.-SP noisier 

this 'earniag - Uth se,here in Ottawa. 

Sc there ls a lot el work to he done, Ladies end Gentlemen, 

on  that  but - it least we.coa Matisse-a frameworb.emerWiaS 71 thi-n 

uhiae that work dan  be aehieved. 

Finally 1 umuld,like to any that Derr Genscher will be 

utopping,in Landau tomorroe for talks with the prise Sinister, Urs 

Thatcher. ThiefolleedSthe megeemco 0f 7er7 sloe? contacts weleve 

lad with the Federal German Government, including my visit to Bonn 

:and my talks with the Federal Chancellor egact/y a week ago, aed as 

I haVe mid, the olnœt continuousceetacte that 1 have had-here in 

Ottaue with Derr CQUàGber. 

Makiimefire 

lar 
hmsnomwfr, 
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(WEST/OES AHD LESWEIS) 

MEMOS aitiaard Viddle .  Emilas leraieg Uwe): 

COuld yew tell es, besides the Soviet Olden, etch matigue 

at this gathering are still talking about a neutral Gerseue 

FOREIGH SECRETARY, : 

1  baie  met  board aayone talk  about a, neetral Germany at this 

gathering. 1 have ,rmad veriousetateuestomude by or attributed to 

Soviet:spokesmen. -although cos particular otatemant attributed to a 

Soviet spokesaam yesterday, «blob several of you yeamod gp, has 

been repwliated by East European spokesmen today. 

Ihave not  board  moue, encapt Bier! Piocher; I think Enrr 

limber's speech yesterday did comemod  the  concept of a neutral 

ea.raufly -  the  Pereign Elaister of  the  GeR. 

Could you tell 	a little bit mere about the ghee that a 

four-pomar, 00nference might take  •hat oort of emstiono meld be 

addresemd, do yeu think tt taisportaet to get the legal emotions 

out of the eay first the statue cf the feur,powere within Germany? 

PCMEIGH SECIETARYt 

Va  have, not decided that. As  Z say. it ie not la the boa 

yet. wo are acuities tba final acceptance of Eascou and  to  there 

will need te  ha pro 	tory  work which will need to (»ever gbecualY 

tbé *geode ,  the  p/soé. the tledug - cf Seettagu andoe oà, 

O  
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QUEeTIOVi 

lbe UI'Movormsant must have some idea ae to eat the role.of 

tbe fOgr powers: Will bu? 

PORBIGD $BCMIBTABT 

Of course we  do,  Me have  quite clear idean, but I %Iced ,l_Ake, 

to enpmtind theali tbe preparatory ork  1 am,afrniet. rather thah 

piblicly at this stage bai ore  the thing  hi  i even been set up, 

QUEZ7100: 

Amy idea when it might happan, emit sort of ttme frane we 

are looking at for a four power conference? 

FOREIGE SBCBETART 

I think that the preparatory work could start as scum am the 

announcement is made, as soon as agreammnt is reached. / think the 

ectual meetings, the deftaitive work, definitive meetings would 

Deed to await the elections on le BArch. 

TiO2: 

Cm the question  of  German reunification, conld you élictdite 

on,your earlier cements about the punition of Poland and Rungary, 

what exact/7 tbat is, and could you say whether the British 

Government might support any sort of vote La a general referendum 

by  the  German people in a united country am à leaas Of'aelf-

deterodnetioe oilero they may  vote an renninieg in MATO,  the  lames 

Peet or as a neutral notien? • 
Ti  

tOE(i 
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1PORB1Gi BECH318RYt 

thiak,you aeut -eek the.Poloe and the Hungarians, but ,  ny 

Itrusgluproasioa is that both of then are opposed to  the  concept 

•gfe neutral Goruanyi Ca the question of aelf-tleterenatioa. in 

Britain and in nest European countries  the besicesatione are 

Agaidad. theOughpelitical elettione. Tiare are politioal elections 

in the  GDR, it  Lavez-y  important that thasn'electiona On 18 Rare' 

should happen, in a free and  orderly wayed that no^tete queriesthe 

results, and ,I,think  the  crucial question will be what-coning 

together tiere is of those who have beeneleeted on 18 larch and 

What attitude they take, what statenents they prorogue -toe,  un  the 

qUestide of onifiaation even that el the parties in the FRG, with 

theenception of the Groomes  I suderutond iti are in favour of 

Unificatien. Se  the  elections on 18Eareb are the  hey and tàat ie 

why,itls am crucial that they obould be held in a free end ardeely 

%say_ 

QVRETICE (Charlate MiaatgamMrr' 

Tc ga beck to the four power meeting, you talledabout 

tonnes which you felt ware appropriate for,thes to be dealing with 

at those meetings. Barely you,  can give us acne idea of what thee* 

issues are? 

puREIGI SECIETAIM 

Re have fairly clear ideas about the agenda tut 1 Would 

rather not be deem on that today. • 
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wESTION: 

%bald it be possible et any point far à united Germaay 

within EATO  te  have any hind of Soviet or Vann», Treaty troops in 

the Eastern portion? 

Poulos SECRETARY: 

You do have at the moment a large numer of Soviet  trop s in 

theSDR ancrolearly one of the qUestioneen te (sure:seed, one cf 

the queetious in Whieb the Soviet %Ion bas a clear:ipterest, is 

the future arrungenents far those shotild be, 

-01ESTIO3 (Olivia Va.rd,  Toronto Star]; 

To follou'up on that question, hew would the 'future of  m 

EATO united Germany affect Oùrrant negotiations cm troop' 

itithdraxele  and  troop strength in Europe? 

P0ES1GSSECE3TART: 

1 do not think they mould. 1 auationed manpower, ue bave 

 'now CPS discussionacoveriag manpower levels- 'Vu halieVe that the 

relatively D22 anariocia,proposale are a correct Vesta-re MUM, MS it 

were, 

 

La thosa 4negotiatioms and r do  not  think there is,an intimate 

connectiuebetteen that and the Garman viestion we  are low 

considering: 

• 

• 
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TIaL Clee -fork, Timeom 

Boa that the ersaidmatlea case out'in.feeasr. of  malatalaieS 

the 225,00O figure and yo i.  amid  tea is a panitidaetich your 

country œfflit2r!w42, hoe do , you ene this dnadlock being resolved, dm 

yau think that the WO position sill be to ateply lose° thitts  as 

 they ors and Comet on the Beta ta simply Unilateral.lyhave_ ta 

 'redline their troops, dm,you uee SATO making' another pressetation to 

President Gorbachev un this tome, uhare does this ituanetp..from 

bore 

MUMS SMOBETAST2 

The position is that the Baited, Stet«  bas  made a repriced 

propanal. The Seviet'Vnion bas countered with a proposal of its 

own. The President of the United State° has held to his original 

eoposal. The Soviet proposel, as you hmicar, offered a choice. t 

think the nattier mill no doubt he further discussed, but one state 

et a tins I think.  Vo are pleaded sith the stance that the 

President /meta/can_ 

GUBST1011: 

Buss that go for the  entire Allianceq 

PORRICY MUMMY: 

110M I cannot may, thals  t  canant may. We ware consulted. fee 

tare  asked for air  vias by Ur Baker aed co  hie  return. free  Boarmr, 

vary promptly, ca mere  ail ,  ogled for our view.  We nera aatod  for  
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MUNI BECMETnEI iCORT): 

lour view hnre end I gave bis our view yesterday.  I cannot speak 

for  others. 

Q9BSTI9e.U: 

the Versaw pact and tbelleg Ahiance on open ahles'iM 

the question of uniformity in aircraft, cotad you give is  en 

 indication othow close you are to resolution of that iesueand why 

the keat is redistant,to the uniformity of aircraft?  tu was 

there any dincussion.betweenyto  end  otter Foreign IlisioteFo  an  

Lance deployment, whether there Lamm alternative now being 

dismissed for iol.lov-on t9 Lamm* deployment? 

FOREIG» SUCRETARY: 

So, me have not discuseed the second point, there has been 

-no re-opening of theCompreheneve concept Which, oslod,knou, et  

out  the procedures for di:mussing that.  On  the firnt point, I left 

the Plenary Session.Just os it «so di 000SsiSg the vSrY question of 

nircraft types and agreed equipment for open aides. Ve believe 

that the whole point about  open okies is - thst YoU ore oot afraid of 

technology. ce course the pircraft should te unarmed and you could 

levee list of thiege which were preadh4ted, prohibited . equipeent 

we se 0,,  But  the 14019 principle of tt le that you are not 

_ afraid, you have  sort  anything to  kid e and if that te so, than there 

je  ot reall7.e need to specify types of aircraft or equipment 

because yod  ara net  saying,: el have gut something that  I  need to 

conceal frosadvancedlechnologe. You ar.e  men  it is gea, 
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MUNI ammrtArr, marry: 

Therefore, I thinh- there is noontrodietion hemp* the 

ommegot mf OPoo eldeoced guying: wall hut it mangey ho .deita by 

agresd aeroplanes or agroed ceipmente. Providelit is unermed,, 

provided:it is quitecieer that, it is an ànarrgd proems, there is

•no.threat cl attach involved in it, I think it should beropen,and 

as technology develops, those who develop it shendbe eashlfd to 

nee it. 

ellet101 : 

POBBIGE #10812/ART: 

Tee are rushing ahead eith things stich ue have ant 

discumed and are aat being disceased boreat ettase.. Bo, se are 

eel-at/ed the comprehensive conoept.sete out the sequence of onye 

te ohich this should he &menaced. And as I sny, no-ons has re-

opened that, taàped Berr'Gemscher bas reaffirmed .itb sot hare but 

previously: 

QUESTICIS CAM; 

Tu  maatioamà the Frablem of.PaIieh bardera, It:Gerd(' you 

addreee  the  concerns of thelecles otth a 2 4 mr 4 43  gem:Remark? 

• 
Iterdiu: 

ski,. mewl,' 
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FOREIGN SECRETARY: 

In one way or another the coneeris have to be addreesed, 

whether in that framework or directly, , therg clearly mode to be a 

permanent reoolution of . their problem. Derr Oonscher again today 

made a vorLY vencee statement that WhenGerenn utifiCation was 

discussed there're taing about the ileopies of thm GDR,  of the.  

FRG and of Berlin: And be added: agothimg , lees, nothing »Ors.

That, I know, is welcomed bythe Polee aa a restatement  of  

asserances which he  and  the Federal Magnellor .have.given already. 

gnat they would like ge course is sonethiug which is 

-nt. and  is binding. and which reepente theirEestern border 

a24 we believe that that is right and I an sure that at the right 

tine that,will be eurkadeNt: Tint is  an  important mspeCtof  the  

external, interuatiemal implications of Gorman unification and me 

have te find a way of addrescimg it. It is not clear  ,et  what tbat 

"my ein be bût we :believe that there paa to be fioubd such a uny. 

QUEETICR: 

What kite of-maamer'mre y au  waiting for . fragEnecou. le it 

jest.  acoeptance of the suchaniss, of the .formûle of 2 + 4, or dm 

they want  an  kind be guarantee ae.cubstantive issues? 

FONEIGE SECRETARY: 

OC  mon hgew, we have uonlad the ammeer yet. i, I do at 
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QUESTION; 

'unwell:14e 

FiCŒRICR summum 

1 thinethat is possible. 

QUEET1di: 

Could you enlighten' us on the arithsettos, la it 4 42 mr-2 

4 4? 

10QUBlie,SaushIART: 

They ach add tip  ta 6. 

9,U1STIOU: 

Yes,  'but the  Implication ls that  if  it  Le 2 + 4, the two 

Aermaa states ars bout té sort àut seem of 'their faternal matters 

firet aid then the fourpowers ooze _le fur the  security 

'arraugements_abereas 4 +_2 woufd be the other way  round? 

FORM« SECRETARY: 

X  think you mIll have to See the fore In  which it is 

eeeoupoed, biet the Wederlying pàiàt pm are oe Le entirely correct. 

There are-two aspeéta of this, there always have been.  One  is 

self-determination ebieb.le a decision of the 411TWOU people, the 

Çernau people in tbe .ereas I have described, emethet 1.5 not  te  àm 

with the four-powerai that is not to do with the Feat of us, M at -

le  their besieess eed te 'have always supported their right ,  tà 

,nue“Ercledge 
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PORE/ON 5-BOUTART (COST): 

that dooiefoe, eut there  ore, aloagside that, eartaineetters 

which then.haVe te be' nessidered.and decided -if Gera unity le to 

fit iatoanlaresaione 'Serape end we have been discuasing  the,  we 

have juet diecumeed One of  the, and gone eethpee iesuae woüld 

fall eaturally within the frame:irk that - I hnpe will alone iutg 

being  of the  sir. 

QUESII0E (Bella Pick Guardian): 

'Could I ask you about thedeelaritionnu the el agreement 

that is-apparently 'being prepared, is there going to be any kind, of 

pplitinal opanitmect in:Concluding it this rear ààd if en Whet Js 

thenuhstance that le guiagto be put out later today? 

FOSEiGli SECUTAll: 

I think there will be  o  gpapral oadoreemeot of the idea that 

the ..C.5r4 ?recess ie guieg .to earry a good deal sore-weight and is 

guipE ip be very important trsnause as the Varsaw Pact 

disintegrates, the, conerles of Eastern Swropeleel the need for 

sosethiag which briagn.the suuntriee of . Enrope together.. 'Um 

believe  of  course passfamately  in the continuation of SATO and the 

BC,  but agithee-cl:those for the tine being le  a:liftable. for the 

donatries-of Eastern Eerope Sothey emit to put =We weight un the 

, CSCE emcees and, 1 , th...ink that ihet. , ie right. i think there will 

thee be agreement, aelme . trerta Sella there-is'agreeuent really on 

. the principle of bolding a CSCS &meet later thinyaar  and  I dere 

Gay tbàt will 4eie  in the communieens-nell7. 
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.P1Meica sgezinitri (cOlrb: 

ae you 4oyi wn halieve  the  t aunt be accompanied by' the 

Saunter@ of 4+ çie  ogroPmeeFi 

QuepTlas caselia.pic4): 

I think  y  bave misunderstood g- 2•a little bdt,  I  thought 

there uis going to be something an the .Conveatienal -Poroes 

Agreement, that there would be a statement put out about that 

today. 

POREIG» eSCEZTLET: 

I am sorry 1 theught you were talking about tbe ÇSC.B? 

WEPT103 Melia Pick) 

EC. Also, given the fact that you do wt oeeMte have 

overcome the two inkier hurdles - saapàwer and aircraft - what 

of substance Cal  you &ate/illy earbefore this meeting breake up? 

PORRIGe ESCÉETARI: 

.1tblik that us have mot Yet «seq./seed aircraft, tuit,m111 

be a.dicansaion  t1 ch  will be gulag ou later today before um break 

ep,,  1 da act - hpoe. tant prygrese we' cal' make an that, 041aaapawor, 

it has ndt been really disowcand hare, becauee Of:the:exchanges in, 

ZEctsoew mad analyse  thé  eequence, 1 think that that will came out -

s", cps, nod / ab. twer1.1 siousdiretcad year question. sill be 

mainly  sa  endorsement of the need tp roach ap 4g;mermcnt tIes year. 

iehind the scenes there , has bean a let of aCtivity and that:may 

O 
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PMEIGN SSCMILtla 

haee bad soma ground clearing use on this. The imPreseletil have 

• 

had from the negotiators is that tlere has beet.a step  buchward on 

aircraft, that nampeuer does oot seen taba'a naJor, Of operse it 

is Inportant but I doubt if  there will te great coaflict about 

direraft is more difficult, the other thine seen to be 

Fielding to treatment: 

AG I Gar, there ern be a dinouGGionaater today on CFE 

azdang the Miniature and I do not kaou whet the final shape of the 

communique will be >zit that J6 roughly what it looks like tow. I 

do nut think it-will produce any sanest/0ns front your point of 

view. 

(EFD OF TWISCRIPT a, CCMTIFITED OU TRAUSCLIP1 3) 

• 

that,. 

Sate o 
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TRABSCRIpT,B (porrunm pROX TRLISCR1iri à) 

•eSSTIOY: 

lf 1 mey opme'hack to *2 questiosof  the'?  plus di for e 

moment, T wou14.1ike you to expend a little an what seem to me to 

he a contradiction betseen your statement that the tso Germanys 

it havi it:within their own paears of aelfdatered-nation to make 

ceetain deCiefate about +Germany and yet 'the àssertiot cf four ?Doer 

to riete, however you mint to deecribe it, 1 scald like teas/e, 

you by fe it act a contradiction end a quie folloe-up Would be nt 

•Whatpvint in the proamne do yoù «Visage the 'four power role 

moUld cease, scald there te some, documeit eigned, SUUM commitment 

sedum hy  the  newly unified Germany time if-eo to oboe would it be 

madn'oe moUld the four power role continue essentinUeledefinitly 

until some fUrtber decisiene arm-made by the feue powers? 

FOREIGtÉBCRETARY: 

do mot think therale-a Contradiction. it-was dealt with 

adairably in Herr Genschses speech today, both points, that it is 

mot for the four powerota decide ohether cr nat the Germas bave 

theriebt of self-deteradnation. Peehape it was oritinalIy,-Inet 
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FORSIGI,IMMIdITARY (COTI): 

we decided that a long long tine ago, that therdid bave that eight 

and therefore it le they who trier the whole,prooess and that 

again is the importance of- these actions onflia March. 

But  alongside that are certain natters which are for Joint 

olscussion„ which have external coasideratiets, and lent  bas  luu° 

lacking until  non ïs a framaaore e  is a way in which those can 

aCtually be discussed. And now I hope that um are within sight ef 

achieving that. da are  nt  actually there .  I have explained the 

-hactital poeition, but hopethat that will be agreed. And then 

it Will discues a range of things  and althowgh we>hcee our ideas 

am net  expounding thon today. because I would prefer to  diseuse  then 

with others first. 

But obvioasly the whole glaciation of the four power Status 

1Jul4clearly benne of those thine which would need  tu  be mettle& 

and  dealt With in this new frameaark. 

I think the key thiag ià not to 'coniiooe indefinitnlY' a four 

power relationship  but  to find ways of bringing it.to an and  which 

provide the Soviet Union with ensnare to ite,legitfmate anxieties 

ea& that is why have continued specifically in ny opening 

etatement the ideas. of reotrictiug the atationiag, or not 

statioaing, the PrObitlition cl stationing of- etationed SATO troops, 

non-German troupe in the area noWOOverod 11 the GbE. 

lhat fo on  ides.  it àeedu worh.en'it before  it becomes an 

agree-meat but it is  an  idea ublch has lad a reasonable reosptien ia 

uevorel luartors and I thirdrit ia on idea each could be ueefulIY 

explored, 

rh10111 Inevelm: 
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WESTIOE:. 	 • 

Gould I ash about the genosis of tkis 2 plus 4 formu1a. whe 

thoughtit ép, mesit something that came out cf immetieVs eebeelY 

amens EATO partners or is it, am DoUnfOg Street mire« ere 

euggenting.  this 'ermine Ere Tbatchses ides? 

FOREIGU SECRETARY: 

Ve;certainly diecuesed it laat umei with 	indledev.  on  he- 

Ute in  London  and the  mare we coesidered it  an  ourselves in 

London ilie botter  it seemed to be as a procedure- I case here 

the are an enthusiastic•propeoent of it mod I have  feu nd a 

rulativaly open door. Obviously it had :ftleo been diecuseed by 

ethers so it is , a Child; the moment of concept/ea of each it is 

_emtber difficult to gauge, but it is none the worse for'that. 

WESTIOE: 

I am still not clear un how you perceived fts conception, 

sac it a  sut u.1  thing or  was this an initiative of Mrs'Tbateher? 

FEEEIÇE SECRETLET: 

It ens certainly am Initiative of the Eritieb Goverenent  but 

 other peep» amine also thinking along the mine linee and.tha beet 

arransemeuta'aes those ubieb are-born ln preéisely that may, mbeee 

different people,  seing a spot of-ocamon genes, came to find mben 

tbeY pet their heeds-together they have come to the same 

conClusion, it is  a very good basis. 
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muspdar: 

Visa you use the word  framework repeatedly, is that perhaps: 

hlee roplaoenble by‘the word issurnaos policy as a methods/trying 

toOomtrol  the  weeentrollablO even.that -net midi more than three 

months 

 

ego  we tuuld,upt-have he  talking &boat German 

reumificatioa? 

poxemz alrgETLRY: 

4o, no, it is not-the same •  as an insurance poliey at all, it 

te precisely that, it is.a fronuiork, it Is aveidlig a sort of 

free-4à11 whore things are nàt thought through in relation  to each 

Other. It IS precisely that, it is a framework: 

Sweets have. Itiu are perfectly-right, moved faster-than 

eayone Wes predictine ause of the open border  and  the 

progressive coll4se of the GDR and therefore eveats have moved 

vorrfeet and there has not been à framewerk within which the 

external, interuatiounl loart of this could be prsperly oonsidered-

Bow"there is the prospect of such a framework, ft  la  Dot -am 

'insurance poll-Cy; it iu precisely that-, it is a framework within 

which  the thiage can be discussed. 

4rEST106: 

Se what we are really.saylag then in this:contest tothat 

the two Germanys may work out arrange:meats between theuseives but 

ie.  ter  of the relation of the pew Germany eutside of that, the 

fourpowers wislf to have a eay, at least fa the beginning? . 

• 
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POREIGE SECETIARY: 

/hat is right, that ie a fair eemawrY, yes. 

QUESTICE: 

I would lihn to go beek  ta  the question otaritbastics 

becaume you keep siying'that 2 plua 4 makes 6. 

PCUICJI SeSETART: 

said it once. 

QÇBS7103: 

I would have  thought tbat it could ache S t  in other terms 

tbe fact that - 7mm beep enying2  plus  4 makes 6, does it  an  that 

Yee aill hoop conceptual/y talking ci 2 different territories, the 

former Bast Cormany on Which part there would be no MaTO troops, 

and the lerner %stern Germany ehere. there would be no larsaw Peet 

troops. Conceptually doltureee two Germanys in one,-ineteed ci 1, 

PO2E1GE EMMET: 

I do Dut knew! that I CGA really add to what I have said 

 about that, I have illustrated  chat  cur  on  ideas are about that. 

Ve are at the moment talking about two Gernanye. Saes- a luck, if 

are "eel aireennat an thie fœnçedura, and as  I , 4=7 ea have ant 

quite yet, have a look at  the fersulatios of abut is put out and 1 

think it may help you answer that question. 
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elpsTioge 

Could  yu  please «mile ay question? 

FORM! Mere!: 

I hams azamarad it !Janina times already.  L. 	ant thiak • 

cane eite farther oa that today. 

• . . 	
. Œnle TRABSCRIÉT la : an  1I cr mina TaincerT).Ein 

• 
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TRAESCRIPI A 

pumEIGII muumwe 

It Asa humeein -Imr, busy 24 hors since I mot some.oflow . 

 ryouterday. I bet a longseetiag yesterday aftertoon of  wore them 

on kaur  win sr  Ebeizerdeadze. L'iurre =V met most of the Best 

Eorupebé ForAgp.11iteisters, la fact I think ail of them; and I eeem 

to have 'amen ummttoaous &aqua:sign through this tiam with 

Secretor, Muker audit. Desna amd Barr Gemeoher: Abd there hove 

been il'uoiher ut aldvelopmets whie free per Point of  vis are very 

yositive. 

On the giàstion  of seapowareeiliags, you will-  he  Mad 

what the Preoldemb 	tho United States said yeaterdoy, that ha is 

boidiég tellia,prompanal oi,225,000 US troops in EUrope as a whole, 

le5,000 in tké-smortnal motor. That boineldes with the view Which 

I emprmseed té Smenetary Baker. 

• 
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Main SRCRETART 

Ca Gereenyk which hag really taken 	thintIome  of the 

work fa the last 24 beers, after a lot of nark we are quite clone, 

tsan agreement ye procedure, an agreet en neetiage -ut the two 

Germanys and the four-femurs to-discume these wetter° width:fall 

naturally within the scope of euch a meeting. This strikes mo as 

an adeirable and comeoa menee,preeedure. 

lf-agreed, and we are waiting for  the  final agreement of•

Pascoe, it wilI  prou-ide  Whet the British Governaeit hag long 

pressed far, namely a framework for soch,discussions. And I 

welcome the emphaois uhich Vest 9e- rune leedare and Herr Genecher 

egmla in his speech today put on the righte of the four  pro.  

Ye will paays full  and energetic part  La  that prooedure, if 

it ls met upe  and usingit not in any way ashofding up self-

determination, self-determination is a matter  for  the Gera 

people, for the,peeples ems rive le therederal Republic and the 

GB*. Thatprinciple hag never been in'questiot and the rights of 

the four-powers coed Mitt be emercieed to hold it up, hut simply to 

nuke sure, as leist we can, that that proem-so, if thatis what the 

Gorman people want,  tits hermontéuely - and clearly Lutes pattern of 

Surapean eacurity'which is acceptable to everybody.. 

That leada 'slat° oasts-am  j thieb there is a usefu/ 

weight of opinion forting against the concept of,o united, 'neutral 

Gerneny. That is very important.  The Seviet.ettitude Le etill 

avolvieg and different contents ire mede-by - Aifferent Soviet 

opokesmom i  one,  can sea no complaint about that, but it is um 

clear that â agsber of East EUrcÉtan states' - notably Poland and 

WorÀmrAm 
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PaREIGe SECRETARY ( OST): 

einerY - are agninat the concept of a united, nentr•l-  Germany. 

Our position, tho  British punition, i'nede Clear in Roan 

emnetly a week ago. VS belieVe.that if there. is à United Germany 

it &mould be a member of EATO. US believe that arrangements need 

to be made to recoacile-that with the legitilate security interests 

of the Soviet Union and of , Poland. Aàd am believe that iu the Work 

which will be necessary on that, that work-should include studying 

restristiens On the stationing of MATO troops within wtat is now 

the GDR, the territory cf the GDIL 

Se also beleve that it is very ilportant that there should 

be a clear and binding ocnoltsmui to  respect  ila  pro ut bqrders of 

Fcland. It was a Fiat discussed ,h7 the Ppliel Priem Einister with, 

ers Thatcher yeaterday , in Loudon and by the  Pliai  Foreign Minister 

this morning with me bore io ottalua 

Sb there 1s-a lot of' work team  doue,  Ladies and Gentlemen, 

en that, but at least we con  now see a framework, emmrging within 

Which that work  con  Ism zechiewed. 

Finally I would like to any that &err Genscher will be 

stopping in London tomorrow for talks eith,the,Prine Minister, Mrs 

Thatcher., This follows the sequence of very Close contacts we have 

' led:with the Federal German Government, lacluding my visit to Bonn 

mnd. my team  tif th  the Federal Chancellor emactly a woe egg+ .5f4  *£ 

have said, the almost continuous emostacte ,that y have had  bore  in 

•Ottawa with Barr Genschmr. 

• 
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MUESTIOSSLITh MUMS) 

Mere atichard Middle, Dellasibraing Moue: 

Could you tell us, besides the Soviet. Ueda, chic  h notices 

at thiegathoring are still talking:about a ieutral Somme 

PaeBleD SECRSTARTr 

I have,nct heard anymus-talk about a seeral'Gèrmany - at thio-

gatharing. I,have road various stmte;Sents made by.or attributed to 

Soviet spokesmen, althoUgh cos particular statement attrihmrted to a 

Soviet spokeswan,yeeterday. Wilah several of jeu  picked- up, has 

been:repodiated by Mast Meropeaa 17:spokesman today; 

1 have aat_haerd,anyoue, °scale. Mer F1nOber4 1 thinklarr 

Fiacher's'apeech,yastertay did command tho çonoept cW a neutral 

'Germany - te Foreign Minister of tho GDL 

weelou, 

Coeld you toll mg a little bit more about the shape that à 

four-power ounforence might- tale, what sort of questiona would be 

addruesse, do yew thinkit,is important to.get tie lei  questions 

eut  of the aay first, the states  of the.  tour Peoare withia Gernene 

PCIREIGS MOUSY: 

have not decided that! euls Limy, it is  t. La.  the  he  

yet, we are awaiting tha  final  acceptance oi.Moecow an tan  there 

will seed to te preperatOry work Which will need to cover obeiously 

aeada, the:place, the tinifl&of restates and  se  on. ' 

• 
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WasTIONI: 

The  VI _Goverment must bave eana idea es ta  what  the  role of 

the  four powers will bm? 

FOREIGN SECRETARY: 
=1 ,  

Of coures ue do, se have quite clear ideas-, but  I would like 

te expeUnd tben in the  preparatory work, 1 unafraid. ratter than 

publiCly ,at this Stage before the•thiag has éVeu been  out  up. 

WESTIOU: 

Any idea when it Wet happen. obat sort of ti 	rame we 

are lunkiag at for a four power conference? 

POREIGESECRETAMT: 

I - think tbat the'preparatory work coüld start às Isom S the 

ennouncement iu made, ce coon neagreeeent is raaehed. I think the 

ectual neetingo, the definitive work, defiaitive meetings would 

need to audit the elections on.18 Earch. 

QUNETIOV; 

On the  question of German reuaification, could you eleedate 

on your earlier comments abat the'ponition of'Poland and Eunsary, 

'eat exactly that Jai and could you  may Whether the Britfah 

Cavernneet,mdght support clay uortof vote Là a geaeral referendum 

by the Garnan_peopla in e united country as à eans àf gulf-

detersination where they may vote op remaining in Htio, the  %rime 

Pact ,or am a neutral nation? 

'Màdoàààe. 
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POSZIGX S3C1311MT: 

1 think you muet mak the Pales and the Bangs:lens, but By 

etrong tap-reunion iu that both of  ta are ap..  to the =wept 

of a neutral Germany. Ot the question of golf-determination. in 

Britain and iu met Zuropean ceuetrieu the bedic questiono are 

decided thrmugh 	itical electiome. There  are  political elections 

in the GDR, It its very important that  the electioue on 18 'larch 

should happen in a free and crderly way en that mo-one queries the 

resultu; and I think the  crucial question will be wheueemaa6 

tegether thora  is of theme who have been elected on 18 Unruh  and 

"hat attitude the7 take, "hut atatemente they prouounoe, on the 

questioe of unification given that all the pertiee in the FUG, with 

the enceptiou of the Greens as  I  uoderetand it, are In favnur of 

unification. So the electious on 18 iamb are the hey eed that Le 

eh  y it in en crucial that they ehould be held in a free and orderly 

Ilay 

IlleVBSTIOI (Charlotte )ontsonery): 

To go beck -to the four  per eeetieg, yeu talked about 

imam able& yeu . felt were eppropriats for than to be dealing with 

at these eeetingm Berely Ta nana gfve> unease idea ed what those 

issue« are? 

PCIREIGI SUCRellai: 

ea have fairly clear ideas about the agenda but I uould 

rather ngt bm drawn an that today. 
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imsme 

Would it be puesiblm at any point  for a united Gernnny 

within SATO to baye any kind of Soviet or Vermeer Treaty - truer' in 

Van Beaters portion? 

pueig SECEMIT; 

You , doInve at the mouse a :large number of Soviet troop% in 

the GU  and  clearly one of the questions to be „ehirmased. Due of 

the quentlousi.ie ehich the Soviet Onion  ha s a 'cleàs intarent, in 

at  the  Suture.  arrangements for theme aliould 

W2,871108 (Olivia Vera, Torouta Star> 

To follow up on that question, hoe iced the future of a 

YAM umited Germany affect eurreat neentiatlene ontruep 

Withdrawals aid troop etreugth in 'Europe? 

FOUEIGÉ SECRETARY: 

do eotthinh'they would.  I  mentioned-manpower, we have 

now CFI discussions severing zeneller lewe1.9- Wel believe that the 

relatively new American proposals are a correct Western =Fe. DS it 

Mare, in those neetiatiats and I do  not  think there Le an intimate 

cOuneétion botimen that and the Germen question um are now 

:considering. 



7BABSCRIPT - MUM« sac - PC - OTTait - 13 Bleinarleso 

4101STIOU.  (Jew Turk riese): 

_row the the President has come ontin favour of saintaialag 

the 225,00e Mars Sad yos !mid tibia te a position which your 

assatrY suffortsi hoe do you eee this deadlock being rsedle!d, de 

you think that the NATO position mill be to'oloply /save things ea 

they ere and count on thee-Orvieto to steel uni1ateral17 bow to 

reduCe their troape, do you gee BaTO inking el:Other prœsentation•to 

Preis-Want Gorbachev on this inane, share doss thisiasse Sole= 

bore? 

PCBSiS1 S1CMETART: 

The position is that no United States  he  made a revised 

proposal. The Soviet Union hoe countered with a prop:sea al its 

usu. The President of the United States has held  ta  his oriSia01 

 trtless1 . The  Soviet  proposal, se you know, offered a choice. I 

think the tter will ne doubt be forthordiecuased, but one etede 

etn  tine I think. Ue arm pleneed with the stance that the 

President bas taken,- 

MBST1011 

Tees that go ,for the  ent re  dalliaeoe! 

MUMS_ SKBETall: 

That Leann:et Usy,'that I oannet, say. Va mere consulted, oe 

sere ached for our vies-by Ur Baker and cm his  ratura frto Nisoloel 

rerremeelY• se sere 011  asked for'our view. be wero asked for 
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PUESIG1 ggCM31ARICCOIM: 

gu • eiev,here and I gave,b4g Irge giguliggegrdet- ; gamut gene 

for ',there'. 

QUBSTIOff: 

---tbe lergau  Pat  and the SATO alliance en own cities is 

the question Of unifarnity isairuraft, Could:you givens an 

indication of hoi close you are to-  resolution of that issue and' chy 

the Vest is reSistant tathe inalfetety of•aireraft7 also, was 

there anY discussion betUeen,yoU and other. Foreign' giaisters  an  

Lancedepicrent, MbMthor there is acne alternative ni W being 

diecUssed forfallos-on to Là=12 deployment? 

FORE'S» SECEBIART: 

go, se have net discussed the second paint; therehas been 

no re-opening eithe cemprebensiim coueept ich, &sloe kacei, net 

out the procedures fer diaoassing that. Cu the fire point, I  loft  

the  Plenary Session juet asit Was discussing that very question of 

aircraft type and agreed equipment for open egies. go believe 

that the whole point about  on  °e'  iG that yea are not afraid of 

technology.  Of.  =wee the aircraft ebeeld be unarmed and yuu scald 

have a list of tillage Which sersiwahibited„ erohlbited eqUipsent 

and, so on, gut  the uhole principle of it le that yes  aie  Rat 

afraid, you have not anything to hide and If that ts so, than there 

to act really a need to specify  types  of aircraft Cr eqUipment 

because yoù are not saying: °I have get something that I need to 

conceal  free  advanced technology'. Tnu are saying ft 1s elem. 
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PuREIG3  arraTali ccarril 	 • 

Thsreicro„ Itbink thsro to  aAcentradiation betwoon , the 

concept ci opeoshion and saying: °Oh bot It con only be done by 

agreed aeroplanes or agreed equipment °,  Fecoldod it lu userned, 

provided lt is quite Clear that it is an unerpod prooess, there is 

no threat ci attne involved in it, 1 think it ohneld ba open and 

as  technelogrdevelope, those who developlt abou1d , he enabled.to 

ose it. 

QUESTie: 

(Inaudible- 

POBIGJEM,C32141/; 

Tau are  ruskingelend with things which. ew tiove.aut 

discos:sod and are mot being diceed bore at Ottawa. Mo, we ore 

 satisfied, the conFrehensive concept mete  out the  sequence of ways 

in Which thie should - be dincuseid. :and as I spy, no-cno haste-

opened that, indoed Burr Censehor.bas reaffirmed iti anti:are hot  

PrelneemlY. 

EffletIall (AFP): 

Toomentioned thé problem of.  Pollak tom-dare, haw do yce 

address  the  concerns of the Peon with a 2 •  4 or - 4 +2 framework? 

• 
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POBEIGY 83CUBTART; 

/a One ey or another the concerns have to be eddreguod1 

whmthar imthat fresemork-or direct/y, there clearly needs to be a 

permaneat raseletiPm of their problem: Berr Gonacher agàin today 

made a very welcome otateuent that when Gorman unification mas 

discussed they were làlkins  st  the pmoples of the GDR, of the 

PIRG and of Berlin. Bed headelmd: '111othing lone, nothing moTe.n 

'Mat. I know, is welcased by the peleg as a restatement of 

assurances whiCh  hé  aed the Federal Chancellor - have,given already. 

'Ant they mould like of'couree;is souething mbich tm 

permanent and la binding and,uhich reelects  their llestern border 

and we believe that that le right and an sure that St the right 

time that mill be clerked out. That iG an important  aspect  of 'the 

external , interuational.implicatioug of German 'Unification and 

Save to find a mmy of addreeetng it. It is not Clear yet what that 

waruill , he "hut ue 'believe that there hag to be fcund Such * may. 

eIST101B:, 

!hat hind ol'arsner are you Màltinglor Iron Rommo4m ie it 

Jost acceptanoe 01 the zechEiniSa,  of  the formula of 2 +>4, or do 

they mant Ouse hind etas/Ira/Ate on substantive imewed? 

FOREIGB egarrie: 

/ do  not kno,w, .1da have aet had the answer yet ,  I do not 

khOW; 

riDei Iteeshstir 

- ,C) 
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QUESTIOM 

(Inaudible) 

FOREIGN SECRETARY: 

1 think that is passible. 

QUESTION; 

Caulà you  enlighten us on the atitheetice, Le ft 4 . 42'or 2 

4 4? 

YONEIGE:SECNETLEY: 

They each add up to 

WRSTION; 

Tes, bUt'the leplication,is thàt if it  Le à 3  4. the two 

"Getman states are boat tasatt out OCIO el their internal natters 

firsts:0d the  the  four  powers cone in far  the  necurity 

-artangemente «herses 4 2 would be the other way round? 

FOREIGN SECRETARY: 

think you will have to ume the form in which it is 

announced, but the underlying point you  are  CM La entirely correct. 

"Mere are two anpocte of this, there always have been. Oue is 

self-deteradnation which is a decision  et  the Cerwun people, the 

German.pecple in the,ermas I lave described, and that is net to da 

with the four powere, that ie net twdo with the root of us, that 

la their business and we.have always supporte  their richt to take 
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palmen sBçwîÀzi ÇCOrT: 

that-deoision.  U#  there  are  alcasside that, certain matters 

WhiCh thon have .40 be considered and decided if German unity in to 

fit intomn harmonious Europe and we have been discensing these, 

have Just dieouolead  one of them', and gone of the  issues oeuld 

fall,naturally within thm:frananork that I hope will come into  

hsiag.of the  six  

lelerlOW  (Relia  Pick Guardian): 

Could I ask yew about the ' declaration en thé CPI agreement 

thdt is-apparently being - prepared,  is  there going to he ehy kind of 

political càmmitment te cencleding it,this year and if eel whet is 

the substance that le going to Limpet cut later today? 

KOSICE SECEEIART: 

I think there will  be a general eaddreement of the idea that 

the CSCS process is going to carry a guod deal were seight and la 

going to be very important because agi the.Onrsaw Pact 

disintegrates, the countries of gestera &grope reel the need for 

something whichlringethe countrieo of Eernpe to:nether. Ue 

believe of course passiomately in the continuatiaa of SATO and the 

EC, -but neither of the for the'tine beinj JO suitable for the 

couhtries of EaStern Eurepé so they mast te put more weight on the 

CSCE process and  I think that that Is right., I think there will 

then be agreement, as you kacu Bella there is agreement reellyon 

,the princiee of holding a CSCE  Sut  later this year  and  I dare 

say that will  be  in the Communleire as Well. 

ere 

• 
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PUWZIGB SACBSTABT tdDYT): 

hoed kaoti, MI believe that suet be accompanied by the 

eignature of a CPI agreement. 

QUESTIOM Melia Pick>: 

I ihineicim havendemmderetgad me a..little  bit .1  thought 

there wea:soing tg be.eomething an the Conventional Farces 

Agreement, that there would be a etatement put cut  ahead, that 

today, 

POR412 SUCUTARY: 

I am,eorry I theoght you were talking abont the =CV 

QUESTIC1 (Bella Pick).  

Bo. Also, given the  foot  that you do entices to have 

overcame the two major hurdles-- manpower and aircraft - what 

of oebetamee can yoo actually emy before this meeting breaks ge 

PORRIGY MCUThEY: 

I think that we have mot. yet diecurnmed aircraft, tbat gIll 

be a die:Camden which gill be going on later today before we break 

cp, 1 dcast loon whet° proves&  we can make cm that. Ca manpower, 

tt hes  sot  bees really ditecleseeit bore  tee-agog of  the  exchanges in 

negaaw and aealyee  the  gequenee. 1 think that what  vil  CklUP ait .  

on CFI, and I esaincry  L misuaderetood your question, will be 

mainly  an  endorsement of  themeed tg reach az agreement this year. 

Behind the scenesta there hae beam a lot of actiVity amd that may 
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PGREIGU MOTU, <CM): 

Me  had some ground elearimg ,use on this. The impreseion I hae, 

led from the negotiators is thetthere has been  a  step backnard an 

aircraft, that manpower does not,maem to he.à nRjOT  of eouree it 

iu important hilt Ï doubt if there al11 he great conflict about 

that. 	tirerait is acre difflcult, the other t,hingS seen to he, 

_yielding to treatnent. 

As I say. there will he a dicceseicie later . todey on CFE 

among the almiuters and  I de not-know:what the final  sape  of the. 

communique will be lut that is roughly what It looks like nee. I 

do not thinkr it a:111 pradecr any eensatieas -f rom your point  of  

elev. 

421rD OP TRABSCRIPT A, caullem DB TursCan B) 
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TRAYSCEIPT R (corigm Piqo .itimscR1p7 A-) 

if I cpy cone bawk to the:queslon of  the  2 plus  4 , fora 

nosiest, I:twuld likelou to espand n little an uhat seemsto me to 

ba a caatredictise between yourirtataleat that tha taa germaalre 

oust  have 	ibmir  con peware of oe1f-determination to he 

cartain,dscisiOns about dermenyond lett the ossertien of four  Peer 

este'rights, however you smut to-Aso -Write it. I Waüld like tà,esk 

yam Yhy re itest a Contradiction  -and a quick felltWmup eeula be nt 

utat:point in the prude= do yoii eleiense the foie power role 

would cease, mould there he someLdoeument signed, Gone comodtsent 

màde  by the menly OnIfied Gera,' and if ea to Whom mould it be 

do, or  mould the four ppuur rule ountinue esaestially indefisitly 

until QOM further decioione . are made by the four powers? 

FOREIGE'VECREURY: 

Idohat think there Is a ohntrodirtion, it yàs débit with 

sdadrablY 1L.Eleirt çlapachar'e.aPaach bcdalt, bativeibtal that tt 16 

 pat  for  the four ' powers to depide whether or net the Germatishays 

the Het  of salf-detersination. Perhspe it woo origloally.  but 
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PUMICE SWEBTABI (1:0187):, 

we decided that a loag long ties ago, that they did bavo that right 

emd therefore it,is they who trigger the ehole Freese aid that 

melt is the importance of these elections cm 18 March. 

But  alongside that are certain 'matters  which are far Joint 

discuseion, which, have external considerationa, and What has heen 

laching untilnouris a framework, is a uay it which those esa, 

actually be 'ea-cussed. 'Lad  mow I brie that we are-idIthinsight Of 

achieVing that  !sle arenat actuà2ly thore  I  have explained the 

tactical position, batI hope that that'w1/1 be 'greed. de then 

it will discuss a rime of thimgs and AltheaSh. !e bave our ideas I 

en mat eepoUnding them today because I «Dula prefer to dismiss then 

with others first: 

But obviously the whele question of the four ?ewer status 

weuld olenrly beam  of thoee things which  emu/A need  te  be settled 

and dealt with in this new franewori. 

1 tbinh theAsey thing is nOt to contiene indefinitely a four 

power relationship boit to  timd wart Of bringing it to an  end Which 

provide the Scvlet Union with atswera tu its legitimete anxietieS 

and that feethy I hoie mentioned specifiCally We opening 

statement the ideas of restricting the stationing, or mat 

statioeilg, the prohibition of stationing of etatioaad giTO"treops, 

step-German  trope Inthe area now covered by the CDR. 

That is on idea. It neeàa work' et ft before it heoswewan 

agreement  but  It is an idea Which  had  had a reasenahle receptiot in 

eleverel  qua tare  and I think it is ne,idos which emula ho usefully 

explorei. 
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Menu!: 

Cculd I ask about the gezeaie of this 2 plus 4 formula, uhe 

.12clight it up, ume , it something that came cut oi neatiege nutually 

amonglILTO partnere or is it, as Dpeniog Street sources  are 

 auseeettnethie screing, Ere Thatcher'sidoe? 

FO2EIG71 SECREn2Y; 

Va  certainly discueeed it last week wi th  Ur Medledav when he 

ens ialcadom keel the more ue considered it among ourselves is 

London the better it euesed tole as a procédare. I case ham 

therefore am enthusiastic proponent of it aad I have folind , a 

relatively cpen clear. Obviouely it had oleo beeu'diecuesse by 

others eo it is achild, the moment of conception of utich it is 

rather difficult to gauge, but it ie nase the worse for that. 

Cinsvoi: 

I  as  still not-clear on bow you perceived iteemaceptiou, 

wee ite suttee thieg ,or wee this am initiative at Ire Thetcher? 

10■231G, ÉRCRETAIT: 

It wee certainly an initiative of theliritieh COvernment but 

other people ware also thinking elog the GMND liafte.sea the beet 

arraegesente are those which are  bora in precisely thet eay, uhere 

eiff.erent peeple, seeing a spot Of  =man mass, case to  flot  when 

they.put their beade together they have come to the ease 

conclusion., it is a very good baulks. 
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WEST1.0»: 

Dhain,yousse the wordlramework repeatedly., la that perhaps 

n1ea reptaceable by the word 1,..muurance policy 45 a method of trying ,  

to contrak the  uncoutralleble •iven that ne :boob noretban tàree 

eanthe age we mould tet have been:talking, about German. 

-reunification? 

no,  no.  it  is-eat the ease as an inswrance policy at all, it 

tu preaisely-that, it iu a framemark, it is avaidiag a sort  of  

froc-lell-mhere things are àat thblight throne la relation tasach 

Other. It is Precieely that, it ls a framemok. 

lereete have, you are perfectly right, meved teeter than 

anyone mas predieting becalise cle the open barder and the 

progressive collapse of  the  GDR and tbarofore,evente have maved 

very fast and there bas not beam a frebseark within which the 

maternal, international  part  of thtecauld he properly cansidmred. 

Now there La  te  prospect. pi suabe framework, itlanat an 

tesurbebe Pplicri it is preciesli tbat, it is a frameliork.withia 

which ihme thine can be disooes-cd 

qUISTICti .  

to What wa are really seyieg theile this contest is that 

the boa Germanys• may mark out arrangement's tettmee themselves but 

La terme of the relation of the neaGermanyAnateideof that, the 

fear powers wish to bave à eay, at leost in the begfaning? 

• 

reedieriebeir: 

Jeden s eWdr,' 
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POUBIGX BBC:MARY: 

net in.right, that is a fair summary, 

encelo: 

I would lihn ta go hash to the questiun of.arithmatics 

Imeause you kmap'saying that 2 plea 4 Balms e, 

POBBIGE EMCRETARY: 

1 a .id  it onoe, 

eTIOTIOX: 

I would have thought that it , cculd mkeS, in other terms. 

the fact that yoo keep .nnYine2 pin  4•k 6, does it man that 

YOu ell keep oonseptually talking of '2 aifferent territories, -the 

Xorner Bost dermeny ea which'pert there would be no KATO troops, 

mod the former Westeru Gareany Where there woulfkbe no %maw rmOt 

trace. Comoeptually , da you a-ea tee Germanys in tee inatead of 1, 

1? 

POREIGJUBCBETall,: 

da pot know that I oun.reallyedd to uhat,I have amid 

about that. I have illustrated what o Ur  owu idêes are about that. 

We are at the =mat talking about two,Geranne. Save:a look, if 

weereesh aereasant, au thia procedure, cod us / 	up 1a  

quite  pat, hare a loch at the foriz1ationàf %out le put cut  and  / 

think it may help you easear that question. 

net 
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{1111STION: 

Coed  yu  plea:» answer my ipeetian? 

FORBIGI SO:MART: :  

I have camerae it eeveral ti n s  already, I deent.think I 

caa , go any further on that ttday. 

(BliD OF TRAgeCRIPt .11 ABD ETD Cl! VRO43  TRADSCRIZT) InFER 

• 
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